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(57) ABSTRACT 
An Internet advertising system and method enables a client 
to dynamically send advertising messages to a customer via 
an intermediary. The client distributes software prepared by 
the intermediary to a customer base. When installed and 
activated by the customer, the software creates two bi 
directional network links: one between the customer and an 
on-line Internet based attraction, which enables the customer 
to interact with the attraction; the other between the cus 
tomer and the intermediary, which enables the intermediary 
to send client-prepared advertising messages to the cus 
tomer. The customer's computer display is divided into 
designated display areas: Some assigned to the attraction; 
others assigned to the client messages. The client can modify 
the content of the advertising messages at any time by using 
several dedicated control panels, and updated messages are 
stored by the intermediary. While the customer is engaged in 
the on-line attraction, the Software is continually searching 
for advertising message updates provided by the client to the 
intermediary. When an update is noted, it is sent to the 
customer. If the customer is off-line when an update is 
available, the update is sent the next time the customer 
activates the software. 
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR DYNAMIC 
UPDATING OF NETWORK BASED ADVERTISING 

MESSAGES 

COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING APPENDIX 
ON COMPACT DISC 

0001. The present invention includes a computer pro 
gram-listing appendix on a compact disc, which is hereby 

Aug. 30, 2007 

incorporated by reference. The following tables provide 
information as required under 37 C.F.R. S. 1.52 (e)(3)(ii). 
The table provides a folder tree indicating the location of the 
files, an address bar indicating the file path, and a main 
display area where the compact disc files are individually 
listed with column headings providing the file name, size in 
bytes, file type and date created. 
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Folders X Nane --- size Type | Date Created location 
G9 Desktop Files currently on the CD 
GE document 
9: flytrf Fa Fer 2,25/2006 11:57 AM files currently on the CD 

images Fielder 2,25/2006 11:57 AM files currently on the CD G 3's Floppy (A:) (s 
is local Disk (C:) tidefault.htm 8xB HMFle 225/2006 11:55 AM Files currently on the CD 
Ge HDD2(d:) 
e G calderone. CD1 (E) 
e Merchantserver 

or ports 
Estyle 

G. S. DVDDrive (F) 
G - control Panel 
Ed shared Documents 
G Admin's documents 

g S MyNetwork Places : 
5 Norton Protected Recyde Bin 

a.m. usix is sixkkatswaxis x.asa::::::...ki:3:8&isixarkassa: 

wu) 
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file edit View favorites Tools help ty 

go - e. pse erect 
Address o E:Werchantserver adminhowtowtrf s Go Norton AntiVirus - 
Foers X Name size Typs | Date created Location 
G3 desktop Files currently on the CD 
3. My Documents 
G My Computer : 

G. B.3A Floppy (A:) I 
so local disk (C) 

E eu too?(d;) 
e & calderone. CD1 (E:) 

a Merchantserver 
admin 

GE controls 
f_vti cnf 

EC) globalAdmin 
howto 

3x3 M 225/2006 11:56AM Files currently on the CD 

to yt of 
9 images 

ovt.cnf 
3 to images 

3) is 
3 to reports 
3 or on back 
3 to style 

it. SDVODrive (F) 
g: G control Panel 
it di Shared Documents 
g: G Admin's Documents 

(E. S. MyNetwork Places 
Ys. Norton Protected Recyde Bin 
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Egwinagery O is 5X 
fe Edit Vew Favorites Tools Help j 

o, e - 3 Owners. - remin - - - - - - - 

Address E:Merchantserver adminhowtoimages 2 Go Norton AntiVirus g v 
Folders X Name size Type date created location 
3 Desktop files Currently on the CD 

9: Cytanf feder 22s2006 11:57 AM files currently on the CD 
S 3a floppy (A:) banners.gif 30KB GIF Inage 225,2006 11:56AM Fies currently on the cd 
tissa Local disk(C:) Sbarres-smalf 4KB GF image 225/2006 11:56AM files currently on the d 
ge e Hoo2(D:) changelogo.gif 22 KB GIF Image 2252006 11:56 AM files currently on the CD 
e Scalderone - CD1 (E:) Schangelogo_small.gif 3 KB GIF Image 2,2S2006 11:56AM Files Currently on the CD 
e Merchantserver coupon.gif 17 kB GIF Inage 225,2006 11:56AM Files Currently on the CD 
e admin Scoupon-smalgf 3K8 GFImage 22S2006 1:56AM Files Currently on the cd 

controls Sextanfo.gif 15KB Glf image 225.2006 11:56 AM files currently on the cd 
Clyticnf extanfo-small gif 3 KB GIFImage 2252006 11:56 AM files currently on the cd 

GlobalAdmin Sgadientof.gif 2KB GF image 225.2006 11:56 AM files Currently on the Cd 
9 Chowto Smainedit.cf 15KB GIFImage 2.25/2006 11:S6AM Files Currently on the CD 

gavti a? Smainedit-small.gif 3 KB GEF image 2252006 11:56AM files currently on the d 
images Smessage.gif 16 KB GEF image 2252006 11:56 AM files currently on the cd 
Cyti inf Smessage_small.gif 3 KB GIF image 2252006 11:56 AM files currently on the did 

(t) images Spanel.gif 4 kB GEF Inage 2252006 11:56 AM files currently on the cd 
s , Spanel small of 2KB Friage 2252006:S6AM Files currently on the cd 

E reports Spaneladringf 2KB GIF Inage 2,25,2006 11:56AM Fies currently on the CD 
dron back Spaneledrin small.gif 2KB GIF Image 2252006 11:56 AM files currently on the d 

E style Sties of BSKB GIF Irriage 2,252006 1S6 AM. Fies currently on the d 
E & DVD Drive (F:) Sties smalgf 4KB GIF Image 2,252006 1;S6AM files Currently on the CD 

(t; G Control Panel 
E Gashared documents 

Admin's Documents 
(3 MyNetworkplaces 
5 Norton Protected Recyde Bin 
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fie edit view Favorites tools help A 

(9eak e - a pseude roles (::)- 
Access ?eemedeserveenhowolineswar M m 2. Ego Moton Antivus - 

X Nare folders Size Type date Created i location 
G Desktop Files Currently on the CD 
9: Staners.gif KB GIF Image 22s2O61:56AM files currently on the old 
E 3'A Floppy (A:) banners small.gif Ke GFImage 22s26:56AM files currently on the d 

a local disk(c:) Schangelogo.gif KB GFImage 2252006:56AM Files currently on the d 
E seco2(D:) Schangelogo-small.gif 1 KB GF image 2252006 1:56 AM files currently on the cD 
E 89 Calderone. Cd1 (E) Scoupongf 1 KB GIF image 2252006 1:56 AM files currently on the co 

e Merchantserver coupon-small.gif KE GEF Image 225,2006 11:56AM files currently on the cd 
e admin (extanfogf 1 Kb GIF Ense 22Si2006 1:56AM files currently on the cd 
G controls Sextanfo-small gif KB GEF mage 225,2006 11 S6AM files currently on the cd 

vticinf gradient.gif.gif 1 KB GF mege 22Si2006 11 S6AM files Currently on the od 
Global Admin mainedit.gif 1 Kb GF image 2,2Si2006 11:S6AM files Currently on the cd 

e Chowto Smainedit small.gif 1 KB GIFImage 225,2006 11:56AM files Currently on the cd 
ovt. of Smessage.gif KB GIFImage 225,2006 11:56AM files currently on the cd 
e Smessage small of 1 KB GIFImage 225/2006 11:56AM Files currently on the cd 

r --if spanel of 1 Kb GIF image 225,2006 11:56AM files currently on the cd 
SE Spanelsmall.gif 1kb GIF Image 225261:55 AM fles currently on the cd 

5 is Spanelsdringf KB GFImage 225/26:55 AM files currently on the cd 
St reports Spaneladmin small.gif KB GFImage 225/2006:56AM files Currently on the cd 
E fron back , Stiles.gif KB GIF Image 225,2006 11:56AM files currently on the cd 
SE style Stiles-smalgif 1 Kb GIF Image 2252006 11:56AM files currently on the cd 

E & DoDrive (F) 
GE control Panel 

shared Documents 
G. G. Admin's Documents 

(E, My Network Places 
El Norton Protected Recyde Bin 
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seasur-stewart preser spreers images 
Fle Edit view favorites Tools help 

eak () - 3 Asseh 
Addess s E:Merchantserver adminimages (V) Go Norton Artvius g : 
Folders X Nane size Type Date created location 
ge goo1.gif 3 KB GIF Image 225/2006 11:56AM Fles Currently on the CD 
G. My Documents Sp02 of 2KB GFImage 22Si2006 11:S6AM Files currently on the CD 
e My computer soo3.gif 2KB GIF Image 225/2006 is:56AM Fies currently on the CD 

3W, floppy (A:) boof 2KB GIF Image 2252006 11:56AM Fles currently on the CD 
a Local disk (C:) t Soos of 2KB GEF Image 225/2006:56AM Fies currently on the CD 
a HD2 (D:) 'Sons.gif 2KB GEF frnage 225/2006 11:56AM files currently on the CD 

e 89 Calderone - CD1 (E:) Soo7.cf 2K8 GIF image 225/2006 1S6 AM files Currently on the CD 
Merchantserver Goos.gif kb gif image 225/2006 11:56AM fies currently on the cd 

e admin Soos.gif 1 Kb GIF Inage 2252006 11:56AM Fies currently on the CD 
G) controls S)O10.gif 2KB GIF Image 225/2006 11:56AM Fies currently on the CD 
Govt. Crf Soi 1.gif 4 KB GIF image 2125/2006 11:56AM Fies Currently on the Cd 

GlobalAdmin So12.gif 4KB GIF image 225/2006 11:56AM Fides currently on the CD 
SE So13.gif 2KB Glf mege 225/2006 11:56AM files Currently on the CD 

e Star S)014.gif 32 KB GF image 2252006 11:56 AM files currently on the CD 
Genide So15.of 11 KB GIF image 225/2006 11:56AM Fies currently on the CD 
is SO16.gif 9KB GIF Image 2/2Si2006 11:56AM Fles Currently on the CD 

Geo reports SO17.gif 10KB GIF image 225/2006 11:56AM files Currently on the CD 
9 ronback S)018.gif 10KB Glf image 225/2006 11:56AM files currently on the CD 
to style So19.gif 11 Kb Gif image 225/2006:56AM fies currently on the CD i 

(E 2 DVD Drive (F:) Sozo.gif 11 KB GIF image 2125/2006 11:56AM Fies currently on the CD 
(E - control Panel S)021.gif 9 Ke GIF Image 225/2006 11:56AM files Currently on the CD 
E 6 shared Documents S)022.gif 37 KB GIf Image 225/2006 i:56AM fies Currently on the CD 
6 Admin's documents S)023.gif 16 KB GIF Image 2252006 li:56AM Fies currently on the CD 

(t. My Network Places So24.gif 45 kb GIF image 2?25/2006 11:56AM Fies currently on the CD 
f) Norton Protected Recyde Bin S)025.gif 9 kB GIF image 225/2006 11:56AM Fies Currently on the CD 

So26.gif 10 Ke GEF image 225/2006 11:56AM Fies Currently on the CD 
Go27.gif 11 KB GIF image 2,25/2006 11:56AM Fies currently on the cd 
So28.gif 4KB GF image 225/2006 11:56AM Fies currently on the CD 
SO29.gif 1. KB GF image 2/25/2006 11:55 AM fies Currently on the CD 
S)030.gif 11 KB GIF Image 2/25/2006 11:56AM Files Currently on the cd 
S)031.gif 9KB GIF Image 2125/2006 11:56AM Files currently on the Cd 
SO32.gif 3K GTF image 2252006 11:56AM Fies Currently on the CD 

i; Yaaa. 
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File E. We Fawcetes ecs e 
lp -- - - - - - Y - -- . . . 

Asesoere:- 
Address aeswedanservenedinnes - M - - - s go Norton Antwaus s 

X Name 

ob e - as 
folders size. Type Date created location m 
G Desktop So33.gif 3K GEF Image 225261:55 AM fees currently on the to 
G - My Documents Sog4.gif 2KB GEF Image 22Si2006 11:56AM Fies currently on the cd 
G My Computer G2Oo.jpg 35E PEG image 22Si2006 1:56AM Fies currently on the cd 

e 3A Floppy (A:) G206.jpg 5K PEG trage 225,2006 11:55 AM fies currently on the cd 
E. sae Local disk (C:) 207.jpg 2KB PEG image 225,2006 1:56AM files Currently on the cd 
(a hidd2(d:) : G2ce.jpg 10K PEG image 22s2006 1:56AF fles currently on the cd 

e 3 Calderone-col (E:) G209.jpg 4KB PEG image 2252611:56AM files currently on the D 
e Merchantserver 210 pg 13 Ka PEG image 2252006 11:56AM Fles Currently on the cd 
Gadmin 211.jpg 8KB PEG image 225,2006 11:56AM files Currently on the cd 

a controls SaO14.gif 1KB GF image 22s2006 11:56 AM files currently on the cd 
a Sa. bg.gif 3KB GF image 225,2006 11:56 AM files currently on the CD 
s Sbg fade.gif 2 KB GF image 225206 11:55 AM files currently on the cd 

go images Sbgtie2.gif 25KB GF image 225,2611:56AM files currently on the D 
bytarf bh.gif 5KB GIF Image 225,206 11:56 AM files Currently on the CD 

(E f include SBKTLE8A.gif 2KB GIF image 225/2006 11:55 AM files Currently on the cd 
ge is Sblack.gif KB GIF Image 225,2006 11:55 AM files currently on the cd 
Ef reports Sblue.gif KB GEF image 2252006 i:56AM files currently on the cd 
Garon back Sbrown.gif 1 KB GIF image 22Si2006 11:56AM Fies currently on the CD 

( style Gbin bocci.gif KB. Gif Image 225.2006 11:55AM files Currently on the cd 
& DVDDrive (F) 'Stroroof 1 KB GIF Image 225/2006 11:55 AM fees Currently on the CD 
(E. Control Panel Sbin botrans of 1 Kb GFIriage 2252006 11:55 AM files currently on the CD 
it shared Documents Sbtn border.gif is GF image 22S2006 11:56AM files currently on the cd 
{t} Admin's Documents Sbtr. hdfontcal.gif 1kb GIF Ernage 22Si2006 11:56AM files currently on the CD 

(E. My Network Places Sbtn txtcol.gif 1 Kb GIF image 2252611:56AM files currently on the co 
g Norton Protected Recyde Bin San KB GF Tage 22528 11:55 AM fies currently on the 

deepred.gif KB GF image 22Si2O611:56AM fies currently on the cd 
Sdgreen.gif 1KB GEF image 2252006:56AM files Currently on the CD 
Sdkgreen.gif 1KB GIF Image 2252006:56AM Fies currently on the Co 

drock026.jpg 6 Kb JPEG image 2252006 11:56 AM files currently on the cd 
folds.jpg 3 KB JPEG image 225.2006 1:55 AM files currently on the cd 

Sgolden.gif 4KB GIF Image 22Si2O6 11:55 AM files currently on the co 
GIF Image 22Si2O6 11:55 AM Files currently on the CD 

images 
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fe Ed View favorites tools help fy 

(ex - 6 - 2 Aseech 
Address (at weansevernme: 
Folders X Name size Type date created location 

w e Go Norton Artvirus . 
a 

de Seikof 1 Kb GIF Inse 2252006:56 AM fies currently on the od 
( ). My Documents Sgreen.gif 1 KB GIF Image 2252006 11:55 AM fies currently on the cd 
G My Computer Screen dyeen, gif 1 KB GIF Irrse 2252006 1:56 AM files currently on the cd 

G 3'a floppy (A:) Sgreypixel.gif 1 Kb GIF image 2252006 1:56AM files currently on the cd 
so local disk (c.) Gimage.jpg 13 KB JPEG image 2252006 11:56 AM fies currently on the cd 

6 ce. HDD2 (D:) Smarker-rect of kb Glf inage 2,252006 li;56 AM files currently on the CD 
e 3 calderone-CD (E.) Smaroon.gif 1 KB Glf image 2,2Si2006 1:56AM Fies currently on the d 

Merchantserver metaloo2.jpg 7 KB JPEGImage 22S2006:56AM Fies currently on the CD 
03 admin metabadk2.jpg 5KB JPEGImage 2252006:56AM Fies currently on the cd 

3 controls Smhang-gf KB GF image 2252006 1:56 AM ries currently on the cd 
alyticrif Spurple.gif KB GEF nege 2252006 1:56AM Fes. Currently on the cd 
84. Sred of KB GIF Image 2252006 11:56AM Files Currently on the CD 
C. Sred maroon.gif KB GIF Image 225/2006 11:56AM Fies currently on the CD 
owtirf S)save.gif 1 KB GIF Image 22s2006 11:56AM Files Currently on the CD 

one S)siderthumb.gif 1 KB GFImage 2252006 11:55 AM Fides Currently on the cd 
s ) is Stie1.gif 1 kB GFImage 225/2006 11:56AM Fies currently on the d 
3 a reports Stiela.gif 2KB GIF Image 22Si2006:56AM Fies currently on the CD 
to a ronbadk Stieb.gif 1 KB GIF Image 22S2006 1:56AM Files currently on the CD 
it a style Stileic.gif 1 KB GIF image 22S2006 11:56 AM files currently on the Cd 

6, 2 DVD Drive (F) Stilele.gif 2KB GIF image 22S2006 4:56 AM files currently on the cd 
(EG) control Panel Stieif.gif KB GIFImage 22S2006 11:56AM files currently on the cd 
it shared documents Stilelg.gif 10KB GIF image 2252006 li;S6 AM files currently on the cd 
E Admin's oocuments Stileih.gif KB GIF image 225/2006 1:56AM files currently on the cd 

& My Network Places Stileli.gif KB GEFImage 2,252006 11:56AM files currently on the CD 
2 Norton Protected Recyde Bin Stielj.gif KB GEF Image 2252006:56 AM files Currently on the cd 

Suleik.gif 2kb GIF Image 22S2006:56 AM files Currently on the CD 
Stiel.gif 2KB GIFTage 22Si2O06:56AM Fies Currently on the CD 
Stieim.gif 1 KB GFImage 225/2006 11:56 AM files Currently on the CD 
Stdeln.gif 1 KB GIFImage 225,2006 11:56AM Fies currently on the CD - 
Stiello.gif 2KB GIF Insge 225/2006 11:56AM Fies currently on the CD 
Stilelp.gif 1KB GTFImage 225/2006 1:56AM Files Currently on the Co 
Stilela.gif KB GIFImage 22S/2006 1S6AM Files Currently on the Cd 
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fe Edit View favorites Tools help f 

gbok - © 3 pseuhere. E): 
AdlessaEwerdenserve admininges Go Norton AntiVirus - 
Faders * Name size type Date created train....... M Goes tdit Kiss zsaurissamfissourity offtrict - " - 
G. () My Documents Stileir...of 2KB GFImage 225/26 11:55 AM files currently on the CD 
G My e Stilels.gif kB GEFImage 2252006 1S6AM Fies currently on the CD 

3A floppy (A:) Stielt.gif KB of Image 2252006 1:56AM files currently on the co 
lite local disk (c) Stielugif 2KB GIFImage 225.2006 11:56AM files Currently on the cd 
is se doz(d:) Stilev.gif KB GF image 22Si2O611:56AM files currently on the d 
9 8 Calderone - CD1 (E:) Suleiw.gif KB Frnse 22S2O611;s6AM fies currently on the old 

9 Merchantserver Stileix.gif 1. KB GIFImage 2,252006 11:56AM fles currently on the did 
Gadmin Stilely.gif type strine 2KB GEFImage 2252006 1S6AM fies currently on the od 
G controls Stieiz.gif size; SOsbytes 1 KB frage 225261;s6 A fies currently on the cd 

cyticnf Stie2.gif 1 KB (If Image 225261:56AM files currently on the cd 
() GlobalAdmin Stile2s.gif 3K8 GIF Image 2252O61:56AM files currently on the cd 

howto Stile2b.gif 5K8 GIF image 2252006 1:56AM fies currently on the cd 
G images Stie2e.gif 1 K GIF Ernage 225/2006 11:56 AM files Currently on the CD 

flytif Stile2d.gif 2KB GIF image 22Si2O06 11:56A ties currently on the CD 
include STLE2e.gif 2K8 GF image 22s2006 11:56AM files currently on the cd 
St. Stie2f.gif 2 KB GIF Image 225/2006 11:56 AM files currently on the CD 

GE ronbadk Stile2g.gif 2KB GIF image 22Si2006 1:56AM files currently on the cd 
a style Stile2h.gif 2ks GIF Inage 22s2006 11:56AM files currently on the cd 

& DVDDrive (F) Stile2.gif 2KB GIFImage 225/2006 11:56AM files currently on the CD 
E control Panel h Stie2;gif 1 KB GIFImage 22Si2O61:56AM Files currently on the d 
tea shared documents Stile2k.gif 1 KB finage 2252611:56AM Fies currently on the cd 
GE Admin's Documents Stile21.gif 2KB GIFImage 225.2006 11:56AM Fies currently on the od i 

My Network Places Stile2m.gif 2KB GFImage 2252006:56AM files currently on the cd 
a Norton Protected Recycle Bin Stile2ngif 2K frage 22Si2O61:56AM Fies currently on the cd 

Stie2o.gif 4KE GIF Image 2,2Si2O06 11:55 AM files currently on the Cd 
Stie2p.gif 12KB GIF image 2p2Si2006 11:55 AM files currently on the cd 
Stie2q.gif 4KB GFImage 2252006 1:56AM files currently on the cd 
Stie2 of 3KB GIF Image 2252006 11:56AM files currently on the CD 
Stie2s.gif 4Ke GIF image 225.2006 1:56 AM files Currently on the CD 
Stile2t.gif 4Ks GIF Image 225/2006 1:56AM Fies currently on the cd 
Stile2u.gif 42 KB GIF Image 2252006 11:56AM Files Currently on the CD 
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o, e - 3 pse 
Adhes: Ewerdenservereinnmages 

fe Edit Wew Favorites Tools Help ' 

Go Norton Antvous a 
Folders X Name size Type date created Location 
G9 Desktop Siezwof 12KB GIF image 2252006 11:56 Am Fles currently on the cd - 
(E My Documents Stex of 5KB GIF Image 2252006 11:56. A fles currently on the cd 
G 3. My Computer Stile2y.gif 2KB GIF Image 2252006 11:55 AM res currently on the old 

3A floppy (A:) Stezz.gif 4 KB GF lege 2252006 11:55 AM Fies currently on the Co 
so local Disk (C:) Stile3.gif 32 KB GEF Iriage 2252006 11:55 AM Fles Currently on the co 
tap HDO2(O:) Stile3a.gif KB GEF Image 2,252006 11:55 AM Fies Currently on the CD 

9 89 calderone - CD (E.) tlebo 10KB GIF Image 2252006 11:56AM Fies Currently on the CD 
e Go Merchantserver Stile3c.gif 11 KB GEF Image 2252006 11:55 AM Fies currently on the CD 

admin Stile3d.gif 8KB GIF Image 225/2006 11:55 AM files Currently on the d 
(EC) controls Stile3e.gif 9 KB GIF Image 225/2006 11:55 AM files Currently on the CD 
Cyt crif Stile3f.gif 9 KB GIF image 225/2006:55 AM files currently on the Cd 
St. Stile3q.gif 4 KB GIF Ernage 225/2006 11:55 AM files currently on the CD 
SE, Stile3h.gif KB GIF image 22Si2006 11:55 AM files Currently on the cd 

Cavtarf Sties of 10KB GIF Image 22Si2006 11:55 AM Files Currently on the Cd 
G ende Stile3j.gif 10KB GIF Image 22Si2006 11:55 AM files Currently on the cd 
() ) is Stile3k.gif 10KB GIFImage 225/2006 11:55 AM files currently on the CD 
(E) a reports Stile3.gif 11 KB GF image 22S2006 11:56 AM files Currently on the Cd 
Geron badk Steam of 11 KB GIF image 225/2006 11:55 AM files currently on the cd 
to style Stie3n.gif 9 KB GIF image 225,2006 11:56 AM files Currently on the CD 

3 is DVD Drive (F:) Stie3o.gif 37 KB GIF image 22s2006 1:56 AM files currently on the cd 
GE control Panel tie3p.gif 16 KB GIF image 2252006 11:56 AM files Currently on the CD 
e shared documents | stics of 45KB Gif Image 225/2006 11:56AM files Currently on the cd 
GE Admin's documents Stilesr.gif 7 KB GIf Image 225/2006 11:56AM Fies currently on the CD 

G. My Network Places Stiless.gif r 9 KB GIF image 2252006 11:56AM Fies currently on the cd 
El Norton Protected Recyde Bin Stile3.gif 12KB GIF Image 2,2Si2006 1:56AM Fies currently on the CD 

Stile3u.gif 12KB GEF Image 2252006 1:56AM Fies Currently on the CD 
Stile3v.gif 10KB GIF Image 225,2006 1:56 AM files Currently on the CD E 
Stie3w.of 12KB GIF Image 2252006 1:56AM Fies Currently on the CD 
Stie3x.gif 11 Kb GIF litage 225,2006 11:56AM Files Currently on the cd 
Stile3y.gif 11 KB Gfrtage 225,2006 11:56AM Files Currently on the CD 
Stile32.gif 9 KB GIF image 225/2006 11:56AM Files Currently on the CD 
Sea of 11 KB GIF image 225/2006 11:56AM files Currently on the CD s 

resistalaA13 
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Assess a Ewedonservedrawnees s go Norton Alvius 
folders * Nine Szel Type Bate created location 
tes St. OKB GF image 225/2006 1:56AM Fies currently on the cd 
GE My documents Stile3 gif lok Gif Ernage 225/2006 11:56AM files currently on the cd 
G My Computer Stile3k.gif 1 OKB GIF image 225/2006 11:56 AM files Currently on the CD 

GS - 3'A floppy (A:) Stile3.gif $1 KB GF image 225/2006 11:56 AM files currently on the CD 
sub local disk (c:) . Stile3m.gif 11 KB GF image 225/2006 11:56AM Files Currently on the CD 
so Stile3n.gif 9K8 GFImage 2,2S2006 11:56AM Files currently on the CD 

S 93.2 (E:) Stile3o.gif 37 kb gif Image 225/2006:1:56AM Fies currently on the CD 
- fohanserver stile3. 168 at 25 11:56AM Files C o S 3p.gif Image 2,2Si2006 urrently on the cd 

3. Go controls tie3e.gif 45KB GIF Insge 22S2006 11:56AM Fies Currently on the CD 
Sivtarf Stile3e.gif 7 KB Flinage 22S2006 11:56 AM files Currently on the CD 

3 Saab Stile3s.gif 9 KB GF Inse 22Si2006 11:56AM Fies Currently on the Cd 
howto Stie3e.gif 12KB GF Inage 22S2006 1:56 AM fies currently on the cd 

to images Stie3e.gif 12KB GEF Image 225,2006 11:56 AM files Currently on the CD 
ovt of Stie3v.gif 10KB GIF Ernage 22S2006 1:56 AM fies currently on the cd 

to include Stiew.gif 12KB Glf Image 2252006 1:56AM Fies currently on the CD 
es Stie3x.gif 11 ICB GFImage 225/2006 11:S6 AM ties currently on the CD 
() reports Seie3y.gif 11 KB GIF image 225/2006 11:56 AM files Currently on the CD 

tronbadk Stie32.gif 9 ICB GIF Image 2,2Si2O6 11:56 AM Fies currently on the CD 
3E style Stile4a.gif 1 KB GFanage 22S2006 11:56 AM files currently on the cd 

& 2 DVD Drive (F) Stile4b.gif 12KB Gfrnage 2252006 11:56AM Fies currently on the CD 
(E. d control Panel Stile4c.gif 10KB GIF Insge 225/2006 11:56AM files Currently on the CD 

shared documents Stile4d.gif 10KB GIF Insge 2,2Si2006 11:56AM Files currently on the CD 
8 Admin's Documents | STLE13.gif 2KB GIF Insge 2.25/2006 11:56AM Files Currently on the CD 

Nestrict Stfed.gif 2KB GFImage 22s2006 11:56AM Fies currently on the CD 
3 Norton Protected Recyde Bin itled screens.jpg 19KB JPEGEmage 2,2Si2006 11:56 AM files currently on the co 

Stoobar.gif 2KB GEF image 225/2006 11:56AM Files currently on the d 
Stradkgf 1 KB GIF Image 22S2006 11:56AM Files currently on the CD 
Stars.gif KB GIF Inage 22S2006 11:56 AM fies currently on the Cd 
twoodpi.jpg 32kB JPEGImage 225/2006 11:56 AM files Currently on the CD 
twood 02.jpg 9KB JPEGImage 2252006 11:56 AM files currently on the cd 
Syellow.gif KB Gage 2.25/2006 11:56AM files Currently on the CD 
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as S3 
Fle Edit view. Favorites Tools help --- ---------- --------------is ---- | a 
O Back () pseuderail 
Address to E:Werdhantserver adminimages_vtion? Yis Go Norton AntiVirus 
Folders X Nante size Type Date Created location M. 
(3 Desto Files Currently on the CD 

P 

9. Golgi K8 GIF image 2252006 1:56AM Fles currently on the CD 
GE 33A Floppy (A:) Song 1 KB GIFImage 225/2006 11:56AM Files currently on the CD 
(3 spocal disk (;) Soo.gif 1KB GTF image 225,2006 11:56AM Files currently on the cd 
st eco2(o;) Soo.gif 1 K8 GIF Image 22Si2006 11:56AM files currently on the CD 
e G calderone. CDs (E.) Soos.gif 1 KB GIF Image 225/2006 11:56AM files currently on the CD 
Go Merchantserver Soos.gif 1 KB Glf image 2252006 11:56AM Fies currently on the cd 
ge admin Soo7.gif 1 KB Glfmage 225/2006 11:56AM files Currently on the CD 
GG) controls i.Sooo.gif KB GF image 2252006 1:55 AM files currently on the d 
ovti crif Soos.gif KB Glf Image 2252006 1:56AM files currently on the Cd 

5) Global Admin Solo.gif KB Granage 2252006 11:56AM files Currently on the CD 
e Ghowto Soi 1.gif 1 KB GFImage 225,2006 11:56AM Fies Currently on the Cd 
engages S)O12.gif 1 KB GFImage 2252006 11:56AM Fies currently on the CD 

eyt-af So13.gif Ke GEF Insge 225/2006 11:56AM Fies Currently on the Cd 
St. So14.gif 1 Kb GIF Image 225/2006 11:55 AM fies currently on the CD 
Go reports Sois.of kb GIF Image 225/2006 11:55 AM files Currently on the CD 
Garonback 016.gif KB GF image 225/2006 11:55 AM files currently on the CD 
(E - style Soil of 1 Kb grimage 225,2006 11:55 AM Files currently on the CD 

G 2). OvdDrive (F) Sola.gif KB Glfrage 2252006 11:56 AM files currently on the cd 
(E - control Panel Sois.gif KB GIFImage 2252006 1:56AM Fies currently on the CD 
st a shared Documents Gozo.of 1 KB GIFImage 2.25/2006 11:56AM Files Currently on the CD 
6 to Admin's Documents S)021.gif 1 KB GIF Image 22S2006 11:56AM Files Currently on the CD 

(E. My Network Places so 1 KB GFImage 225,2006 iS5 AM Files Currently on the CD 
ig Norton Protected Recyde Bin S023.gif 1 KB GIF Image 22S2006 1156 AM files currently on the CD 

So24.gif KB GFImage 2,2S2006 1S6 AM files Currently on the d 
So25.gif KB GIF Image 2125/2006 11:56 AM Files currently on the CD 
So26.gif 1 KB GFImage 2,25,2006 11:55 AM Fies currently on the CD 
So27.gif 1 KB GIF image 225/2006 11:55 AM files currently on the CD 
So28.gif 1 KB GIFImage 225/2006 11:55 AM files Currently on the CD 

"S)029.gif 1 KB GIF Image 225/2006 11:55 AM files Currently on the CD 
So3O.gif 1 KB GFImage 2252006 11:56AM Files Currently on the CD 
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08 e - 3 pseud 
Address delwerdenseveradnumages varf - - - - - - - - -- - Ego Norton Antwaus G v 

X Nate size Type Dato Created location folders -- A. 
G3 desktop S)032.gif KB GIF image 225/2006 11:55 AM Fides currently on the cd 
(, ) My Documents SO33.gif KB GIF image 2252006 11:55 AM files currently on the cd 

My Computer S)034.gif 1KB GIF image 2252006 11:55 AM files currently on the cd 
E 3A Floppy (A:) 3200.jpg KB JPEG image 2252006 11:55 AM files currently on the Cd 

was local disk (C:) G206.jpg Kb JPEGnage 225.2006 11:55 AM files Currently on the Cd 
9 KM HDD2 (D:) G207.jpg Kb JPEG image 225/2006 11:56AM Files Currently on the CD 
e Gcalderone CDI (E.) G208.jpg 1 KB JPEGErnege 225,2006 11:56AM Files Currently on the CD 

9 Merchantserver G209.jpg 1 KB PEG image 22Si2006 11:56 AM files Currently on the CD 
8. (210.jpg 1 KB JPEG image 2252006 11:56 AM files currently on the cd 
6taf : 211.jpg 1 KB JPEG image 2252006 11:56 AM files currently on the CD 

() is Gob Sao14.gif 1 KB GIF Image 2252006;s6 AM files currently on the CD 
howto Sbg.gif 1 KB GF image 225/2006 11:55AM files Currently on the cd 

go images Sbo fade.gif 1 Ke GEF image 225/2006 11:55 AM Files Currently on the CD 
folyt of Sbtle2 of 1 Ke GIF image 22S2006 i:Ss AM files currently on the cd 

(E. Condude shof 1 KB GIF Image 22S2006 i:55 AM files currently on the CD 
(e) is SBKTILEBA.gif 1 KB GIFImage 2252006 11:55 AM files Currently on the CD 
GC) reports Sbled.gif 1 Kb GIF Image 22S2006 tiss AM files Currently on the CD 
(i) dron badk blue.gif 1 Kb GIF nece 2252006 11:55 AM Fies currently on the CD 

- (t ) style Sbrown.gif 1kb GIF image 22Si2006 11:55 AM Fides currently on the CD 
(ty 2 DVD Drive (F:) Sbtn bgcol.gif 1 KB GIF Image 22Si2006 11:56 AM files currently on the CD 
() Control Paned Sbtn_bgmg.gif 1 KB GIF Image 22Si2006 11:56 AM Files currently on the CD 
(shared documents Sbtn_bytrans of 1 KB GIf Image 225/2006 11:56 AM files currently on the cd 
GE Admin's documents Sbt border.gif 1 KB Glf age 2252006 11:56 AM files Currently on the Cd 

E. g. My Network Places 8 Senior of 1 KB GF image 225/2006 11:56 AM files Currently on the CD 
is Norton Protected Recyde Bin St. 1 K8 GIF Image 225/2006 11:55 AM files Currently on the CD 

Scamera.gif 1 KB GIF Image 2,2S2006:56 AM files currently on the CD 
deepred.gif 1 KB GFImage 22S2006 11:55 AM files Currently on the CD 

Sdgreen.gif 1 KB GIF image 225/2006 11:56 AM files Currently on the cd 
Sdkgreen.gif KB GIF image 2252006 11:56 AM files Currently on the cd 
Gidrock026.jpg KB JPEG mage 2252006 11:56 AM files Currently on the CD 

folds.jpg 1KB PEGImage 2252006 11:56 AM files currently on the CD 
golden.gif 1 KB Frnage 22Si2006 11:56 AM files currently on the CD 

wkwaxaawaaxwksasakrasia:38&Kokkasawakkiwakahabhabhatakasaessassasselaasbaissa 
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a e - a fosveeras: 
Address Ewerdarsaveyanmerester - M 
f S 

Go Norton AntiVirus 
older X Name Size Type Date Created location 

joreoengr turmese Z25Zuus:stresurrencryonne'u 
(3 Desktop Soray bled-gf 1 KB GFImage 22s2006 11:55 AM files Currently on the cd 
9:. Sgreen.gif KB GF image 225/2006 11:56 AM files Currently on the cd 
G, 3. , (A:) Sgreen dgreen.gif Kb gif Image 2252006 11:55 AM files currently on the CD 

so local disk(c:) Goreypixel.gif 1 KB GIF Image 225/2006 11:56 AM files Currently on the Cd 
GE edO2(o;) Gimage.jpg 1 KB PEG image 225/2006 11:56AM Files Currently on the cd 
S. kcalderone. CD1 (E) Smarker_rect.gif KB GIF image 225/2006 11:56AM files Currently on the cd 
G Merchantserver Smaroon.gif KB GF image 225/2006 11:56AM files currently on the CD 

e admin (metalon2.jpg KB PEGImage 225/2006 11:56AM files currently on the CD 
G controls (f) metabadk2.jpg 1 KB JPEG image 2.25/2006 li:S6AM Files currently on the CD t 

Cyt_Crf : Smithano.gif KB GIF Image 2252006 11:56AM files currently on the CD 
32 global Admin Spurple.gif 1 KB GEF image 2125/2006 11:56AM Fies currently on the CD 
3 howto Sred.gif 1 KB GEF image 22Si2006 i:S6AM Fies currently on the CD 
9 a neges Sred maroongf 1 KB GIF image 225,2006 11:56 AM fies currently on the CD 

lyticnf S)save.gif 1 Kb GIF Emerge 2252006 11:56AM files currently on the CD 
3, e include S)siderthumb.gif 1 KB GIF Image 2,25/2006 11:55 AM files Currently on the CD 
3 is Stie1.gif 1 KB GIF Emage 2,2Si2006 11:56 AM files currently on the cd 
a reports Stiela.gif 1 KB GIF Image 225/2006 11:56 AM files currently on the cd 
S* Stieb.gif kb grinage 225/2006 11:56AM Files currently on the CD 

G. S. DVD Drive (F:) Stielc.gif 1KB GIF Image 225/2006 11:56AM files currently on the d 
(B G control Panel Stiele.gif 1KB GIF Image 2.25/2006 11:56AM files Currently on the Cd 
ge sharedd ts Stieif.gif i KB GIF Image 2252006 11:56AM files currently on the cd 
G Admir's Documents Stielg.gif 1 Kb GF image 2.25/2006 11:56AM Files Currently on the CD 

(t. MyNetwork Places Stileih.gif 1 KB GEF Image 22S2006 1:56AM files currently on the cd 
2 Norton Protected Recyde Bin Stileligf 1 KB GIF Image 2252006 11:56AM Fies Currently on the CD 

. Stielj.gif 1 KB GF image 2252006:56AM fles currently on the CD 
Stileik.gif 1 KB GIF Image 2125.2006 11:56AM Fies Currently on the CD 
Stieilgif KB GIF image 225/2006 11:56 AM files currently on the Cd 
(Stieim.gif 1 KB GIF image 2252006 11:5G AM files Currently on the Cd 
Stein.gif KB GIF Image 22S2006 11:56AM Fles Currently on the CD 
Stielo.gif 1 KB GEF Image 2.25/2006 11:56 AM res. Currently on the CD 
Stilelp.gif 1. KB GEF image 225,2006 t 1:56AM Files currently on the CD 
stilela.gif KBGLFrage 2252,0656AM fies Currently on the CO 

172 objects   
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folders X Name size Type date Created Location 
(3 Desktop Stileir.gif 1 KB GIFImage 225,2006 11:56AM Fles Currently on the CD 
(E. My Documents Stilels of 1 KB GEF image 225/2006 11:56 AM " Fles Currently on the co 
e 3 My Computer Stilet.gif 1 KB GFImage 225/2006 1:56 AM Files Currently on the cd 
(E3a floppy (A:) Seleu.gif 1 KB GEFImage 225/2006 1:55 AM fles Currently on the d 
E is local Disk (C) Stilev.gif KB GEFImage 22S2006:56 AM fles currently on the cd 
GE Cap HD02(d:) Slew.gif 1 KB GFImage 2p25/2006 11:55 AM Fies currently on the CD 
e GCalderone-CD1 (E.) Stileix.gif 1 KB GEFImage 2,2Si2006 11:56AM Fies currently on the cd 
G Merchantserver Gitely.gif KB giftmege 225.2006 11:55 AM fles Currently on the cd 
G admin Stile izof KB Giffnege 2252006 11:55 AM fles Currently on the Cd 
9. Stie2.gif KB GFImage 2252006 11:56AM fles Currently on the Cd 
Sa. St. 1 KB GFlmage 225/2006 11:55 AM Files Currently on the CD 
St. te2t.gif 1 KB GTF image 225/2006 11:56AM Files Currently on the cd 

9 images Stile2c.gif 1KB GFImage 225,2006 11:55 AM files Currently on the cd 
folyt inf stile2d.gif 1 KB GIFImage 22S2006 1:56AM Fies currently on the cd 

Go include STLE2e.gif 1 KB GIFImage 225,2006 11:56 AM files Currently on the Cd 
G is Stie2figf 1 KB GIFImage 2252006 11:56AM files Currently on the cd 
9 reports Stile2g.gif 1 KB GIFImage 225/2006:1:56 AM fies currently on the Cd 

a ronbadk Stilezh.gif 1 Ke GIFImage 2252006 11:56AM Fies currently on the CD 
go style Stilezi.gif 1 Kb GIFImage 2252006 1:56 AM fides currently on the co 

3 & DVD Drive (F) Stile2 of KB GIF Irriage 2252006 11:56 AM fres. Currently on the cd 
GE control Panel Stile2k.gif 1 KB GIFImage 2252006 11:56AM files Currently on the CD 
to shared Documents stile2.gif 1 KB GIFImage 225/2006 11:56 AM files currently on the CD 
E Admin's Documents tle2m.gif KB GFImage 225,2006 1:56AM Files currently on the CD 

(E. S. My Network Places Stile2n.gif 1 KB GIFImage 225,2006 11:56AM files currently on the CD 
El Norton Protected Recyde Bin Stile2o.gif 1 KB GIFImage 225,2006 11:56AM Files Currently on the CD 

s 1 KB GF image 2,2Si2006 11:56AM files currently on the CD 
Stile2q.gif 1 KB GF image 2.25/2006 11:56AM Files currently on the CD 
Stile2 of 1 KB Glf image 2,252006 11:56AM Fies currently on the CD 

1 KB GFImage 2252006:56AM Files Currently on the CE 
1 KB Glf nege 225/2006 11:56AM Fies Currently on the did 
1 KB GIFImage 2,2Si2006:56AM Files Currently on the CD 

225/2008 11:56AM Fees currently on the CD 
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0 Bok e - 5 Aseach - - - - - - - - - - - -2.3-, i. 

Adress of E:Werdhantserve adminimages_vti.rf 
Folders X Nine size Type Date created Location 
e -uca wilva rusului toys eluviru'Aiii iscs vs Icaruy'uruto'cu 
es Stie2x.gif 1 KB GFImage 225,2006 11:56AM Files Currently on the CD 

Stie2y.gif KB Glflinage 22Si2006:55 AM Files Currently on the CD 
Stile22.gif 1 KB GIF Ernage 22Si2006 1:55 AM res currently on the cd 

is: Stile3.gif 1 KB Glf image 2252006 1:55 AM fies currently on the cd 
Gt so doz(d:) Stie33.gif IXB GIF Image 225/2006 11:56 AM files Currently on the CD 
e 3 Calderone - CD1 (E.) Stils3b.gif 1 KB GIFImage 225/2006 11:55 AM files Currently on the Cd 

9 Merchartserver Stile3c.gif 1 XB FImage 225/2006:56AM Fies currently on the cd 
or admin Stile3d.gif 1 Ke GFImage 225/2006 1:56 AM files Currently on the CD 

is controls Stie3e.gif 1 Ke GFImage 225,2006 11:56 AM files Currently on the CD 
colyticnf Stie3f.gif 1K GFImage 2252006 11:56 AM Fies Currently on the CD 
Scob Admin is tiesq.gif 1 Ke GIFImage 22S2006 11:56AM Fies currently on the CD 

3 Chowto "Slide3h.gif 1 Kb GIFImage 22S2006 11:56 AM Fides currently on the CD 
9 images Stile3.gif 1 KB slf Image 2.25/2006 11:56AM Fies Currently on the CD 

folyti af Stile3jigf 1 KB GIFImage 22s2006 11:56 AM Fies currently on the CD 
39 indude Stdesk.gif KB gFImage 2.25/2006 11:56 AM files currently on the CD 
3 is Stile3.gif KB GFImage 2,25,2006 1:56 AM files currently on the CD 
3 e5 reports Stile3m.gif 1 KB GIF Image 2.25.2006 11:56 AM files currently on the CD 
tronbadk Stile3n.gif 1 KB IF image 2125/2006 11:56 AM files Currently on the CD 

e too." Stile3e.gif 1 KB GFImage 22s2006 11:56 AM files currently on the CD 
(E - control Panel Stile3p.gif Ka GEF Image 2252006 11:56 AM files currently on the CD 
El Shared Documents Stile3q.gif KB GIF Image 225,2006 11:56AM Fies currently on the CD 
go Admin's Documents Stie3rgf 1 Ke GEF Inse 2252006 11:56 AM fies currently on the CD 

3. My Network Places Stile3s.gif 1ke GFInsge 225/2006:56AM Fies currently on the CD 
ionosode in St. 1KB GIF Insge 22S2006 11:56AM Fies currently on the CD 

HSug 1kb GIFImage 2252006 11:56 AM files Currently on the CD 
Stile3v.gif 1 KB GIF Image 2,25.2006 11:56AM Files Currently on the CD 
Stile3w.gif 1 KB GIF Ensge 22Si2006 11:56AM Files Currently on the Cd 
Stile3x.gif tkb GF image 2252006 1:56AM files currently on the CD i 
Stile3y.gif 1 KB GIFImage 225/2006 11:56 AM files Currently on the CD 
Stile32.gif 1 KB GIFImage 22Si2006:56 AM files currently on the CD 
Sties.gif 1 Kb GIF Image 2252006 1:56 AM files currently on the CD 
Stieb.gif i KB GIFImage 2,2S2006 11:S6 AM - Files Currently on the CD y 

172 objects - or cro- ourourus w 
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file edit View favorites foots help 

ea . e. 5 pseers, E 
Address E:Merchantserve adminimages vti grf s Go Norton AntiVirus g v 
Folders * Nine . -- Date created location al 
G Desktop Scies of 1 KB GIF image 2,2Si2O06 11:55 AM files Currently on the CD 
( ) My Documents Stile3 gif 1 K8 GIF image 22S2006 11:56AM Fies currently on the CD 
G My Computer S)desk of 1 KB GIF image 225/2006 11:56AM Fies currently on the CD 

E - 3a Floppy (A:) Side3.cf 1 KB GIF Ernage 225/2006 11:56AM Files Currently on the CD 
it a local Disk (C:) . S)de3m.gif 1 KB GFImage 2252006 ii:56AM Fides currently on the CD 
st a d2 (d:) Stile3n.gif 1 KB GF image 2,2Si2006 li:56AM Files currently on the CD 
s (3 calderone. CD1 (E:) tle3o.gif KB GFImage 2252006;56AM files currently on the CD 
99. Stile3p.gif 1KB GFImage 2125/2006 11:56AM Files currently on the CD 

to controls Stile3q.gif KB GF image 2125/2006 11:56AM files currently on the CD 
est rf Stile3.gif 1KB GIF Image 225/2006 11:56AM Files Currently on the CD 

() do "Stile3s.gif 1 Ke GF image 22Si2006 11:56AM Fies currently on the CD 
g) Ghowto Stie3e.gif kb GFImage 2252006 11:56AM Fas currently on the CD 
e images Stile3v.gif i Ke GFImage 2252006 11;S6AM Fies currently on the cd 

ovt. af Stie3v.gif 1 KB GF image 2252006 11:56AM Fides currently on the cd 
(Dondude Stie3v.gif 1 kB GF linege 22Si2O06 11:56AM Fides currently on the cd 
st is Stile3x.gif kb GFlinage 225/2006 11:56AM Fides currently on the CD 

reports Stile3y.gif 1 KB GIF Insge 2125/2006 11:56AM Files Currently on the CD 
ge a ronbadk Side3Z.gif 1 kb GF image 225/2006 11:56AM Fides currently on the CD 
3 style (Stiela.gif 1 KB GFImage 2.25/26 11:56AM Files currently on the CD 

it is DVD Drive (F) Stile4b.gif KB GEFImage 2,2Si2O06 11:56AM Files Currently on the CD 
G. : Control Panel Stiletc.gif KB GFinge 2252006 11:56AM files currently on the CD 
e a shared Documents Stile4d.gif KB GIF image . 225/2006 11:56AM Files currently on the CD 

. aAdmin: bgcuments STLE13.gif i KB GFnage 225/2006 11:56AM Fides Currently on the CD 
St. Stiled.gif 1 KB GIFImage 22Si2006 11:56AM Fies currently on the CD 

Norton Protected Recyde Bin i (tied screens.jpg 1 KB JPEGImage 225/2006 11:56AM Fies currently on the CD 
Stoobar.gif 1 KB GIF Image 225/2006 11:56AM Fees currently on the CD 

. Stradkgf 1 KB GF image 225/2006 11:56AM files currently on the CD 
Strans.gif 1 KB GFImage 225/2006 11:56AM Files Currently on the CD 

wood 01.jpg 1 KB JPEGImage 2252006 11:56AM Files currently on the CD 
(i) wood 02.jpg 1 KB JPEG image 2252006 i:S6AM files currently on the CD 
Syellow.gif 1 KB GIFImage 225/2006 11:56AM files currently on the CD 

sigorasatells:Aggie 
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fe Edik View favorites Tools help g 

ea e - 3 pse - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -----------, - . . . . . ... -- 

A?ses. G Ewertherserveadminindude - - - - - - ---- g 

Folders X Name - size Type date created location 

3 Desktop Files currently on the CD 
Oocure 

warf Filefolder 225/2006:57 AM files currently on the CD 
GE 3 / Floppy (A:) sadmin.aspx.cs 38K8 case 225/2006:56 AM files currently on the CD 
E at local disk (c:) admin.aspx.res: 2KB Reskie 225/2006:56 AM files currently on the CD 

GE ge. HDD2 (d:) |scopy of admin.aspx.cs 3 x 5 Fe 225/2006 t 1:56AM files Currently on the CD 
E. Scalderone - CD1 (E) Copy of admin.aspx.res: 2KB Rese 225/2006 1S6AM Fles Currently on the CD 
e Merchantserver |alsavepre?s.aspx.cs KB CSFs 225/2006 11:56 AM files Currently on the CD 

admin 
G controls 

lyticnf 
() to GlobalAdmin 
Ghowto 
GE images 
G to include 

owtion? 
ce is 
EC reports 
Garon bodk 
GE style 

GE 3 DVD Drive (F) 
(E - control Panel 
e G shared documents 
E Admin's Documents 

st MyNetwork Places 
El Norton Protected Recyde Bin 
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fe Edit view favorites Tools help 

ea e - 3 pse era - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---------...-- ". ... -------. Yassessee's 2-, i.e.: 
Adresseewedanserverednradeen m -- 2 Gofiorton AntiVirus a 

X are ... -- folders size Type Date created location 
GE) Desktop Files currently on the D 

9: Ks site 22s2006 11:56AM Files currently on the CD 
3 Floppy (A:) admin.aspx.res: kis Rese 2252006 11:56AM files currently on the co 

it is localiskic: scopy of admin.aspx.cs Ks case 2252006 11:56AM files currently on the old 
is a doz (d:) scopy of admin.aspx.res KB REsse 2252006 1S6AM files currently on the CD 
e G calderone - CD: (E) ls)savepre?s.aspx.cs KB see 22s2006 11:56AM fles currently on the cD 
(eo Merchantserver 
G admin 

3) controls 
fivtion? 

GlobalAdmin : 
() howto 

Goinages 
go include 

Rytonf 
32 is 

freports 
(it ronbad: 

style 
3, 3 DVD Drive (F) 
E. G. Control Panel 

shared Documents 
Admin's Documents 

t MyNetwork Places 
SE Norton Protected Recyds Bin 
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fe Edit View favorites tools help ity 

ere:- obsk e 
Address E:Merchantserveredmins 
folders are size Type Date Created location 
G9 Desktop Files Currently on the CD 
9: flytrf Filefolder 2252006 11:57 AM files currently on the CD 
E 3A Floppy (A:) border.aspx 17x8 AsFXfe 22s2006 11:56 AM fies currently on the CD 
ise localdskC:) color.js 8KB scriptscriptfile 22Si2O06 11:56 AM files Currently on the CD 
GE so HDD2(d) Elcockies.is 2KB scriptsuipt fle 22s2006 11:55 AM files currently on the cd 
G (9 Calderone - CD1 (E) picker.html 2KB Me 22s26 11:56 AM files currently on the cd 

G Merchantserver Spider, is 7KB JScriptscriptfile 2252611:55 AM files Currently on the CD 
Gadmin transparentpixel.gif 1KB GFImage 2252006 11:55 AM fles Currently on the did 

(E) controls Sw_diagdrop.js 38KB ScriptScriptfile 2252006 11:55 AM files Currently on the cd 
lytierif 
GlobalAdmin 
howto 

Gee images 
Ef include 
go is 

hytorf 
3 reports 
GE on back 

style 
E is DVD Drive (F) 
GE control Pamel 
to shared documents 
E Admin's Documents 
(3 MyNetwork Places 
El Norton Protected Recyde Bin 
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de Edit view Favorites Tools help : , 

or e - 31 ?weera. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Addess aewedanseverednis ver E. Norton AntiVirus-giv 
folders X Name size Type Date created location 
g Desktop Fdes currently on the CD 
9. Gbapicker.aspx KB ASPxe 22S2006 11-S6 AM files Currently on the cd 
st 3A Floppy (A:) 3colors KB sorpt sorpt Fle 225/2006 11S6 AM files currently on the CD 

was local disk (c:) 3cookies, is KB script 5criptfile 22S2006 11:56 AM files currently on the cd 
ehdo2(d:) Spider.html Ks Mife 2,25/2006 11:56 AM files Currently on the cd 

E 89 Calderone. CD1 (E) 3picker.js KB script sorpt fle 2125/2006 11:55 AM files currently on the CD 
a Merchantserver Stransparentoxel.gif KB Grinage 22S2006 11:56 AM files currently on the CD 
Go admin Sw-dreadroos KB script script Fie 2.25/2006 11:55 AM files Currently on the CD 
G G controls 

lyticnf 
GE GlobalAdmin 
showto 
3 images 
Go include 
so is 

yt an? 
to reports 
Gron back 
Estyle 

is DoDrive (F) 
3, control Panel 
st shared documents 
st Admin's Documents 

(t; S. My Network Places 
la Norton Protected Recyde Bin 
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Ereports 
fe Edit View favorites Tools help - Ay 

olo e - 3 pace estauri-III 
addess oEwechnservereinveports 
folders X Name Size Type date created location 
(E) Desktop files currently on the CD 

9. Give crif Ferdier 2252006 11:57 AM files currently on the cd 
GE 3'a floppy (A:) console players.aspx kB Aspxfe 2252006 11:56AM files currently on the CD 
it so local diskC:) alconsole-players.aspx.cs 2kB CSfe 2252006 11:56AM files currently on the CD 
3 go HD02 (d:) console players.aspx.res: 2KB RESXFe 2252006:56AM Fides currently on the cd 
e & Calderone-col (E.) 
0 a Merchantserver 
of admin 

controls 
()-vti.cnf 

(t) GlobalAdmin 
(to howto l 
to images 

(t) include 
GE is 
g reports 

6 vti af 
(t) ronbadk 

style 
3, 2 DVD Drive (F:) 
E. G control Panel 
to shared Documents 
3. Admin's Documents 

G. My Network Places 
E Norton Protected Recyde Bin 
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t O es S. 
fe Edit view Favorites Tools Help - By 

obs - e - 3 passerae (E)- 
Address E:Werdhantserver adminireportslytiuf - - - - - - - - - ---- - - - - - - e Gilita Anuvius a .. 

Folders X Nate Size Type date created location l. 
G Desktop files Currently on the CD 

E. - - - - - - 

9:...' consoleplayers.aspx Ke Aspxile 22S2006 11:56AM Files currently on the CD 
E is 3A Floppy (A:) console players.aspx.cs KB CSFle 2252006 11:56AM files currently on the CD 
sa local Disk (c:) sconsole-players.aspx.resx KB REs file 2252006 11:56AM Fies currently on the old 
Ge HDD2(d:) 
e 3 calderone-CD (E.) 
a Merchantserver 

e admin 
G, C) controls 

Cavti.onf 
GE GlobalAdmin 
Chowto i 

(to images 
3 indude 
GE G is 
9 reports 

Oytanf 
(t) bronbadk 
ge style 

G. & DVD drive (F) 
(S - control Panel 
e Shared Documents 
to Admin's Documents 

(E. S. MyNetwork Places 
El Norton Protected Recyde Bin 
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fe Edit Wew Favorites Tools Help 

ge e - 3 if were:- 
eative dorsevereinven back ses, 

olders X Nine m size Type Date Created location 

G9 Desktop Files Currently on the CD 
9: Filefolder 22526:57am ties currently on the cd 
G. 33% floppy (A:) Escrot-gen-1.4.aspx 6KE ASPx 22525 1:56AM files currently on the cd 
se localoisk (c) s)script gen_1.4.aspx.cs KB 5 Fe 225,2611:56AM Fies currently on the did 

GE se hoo2(o:) rescript-gen_1.1.aspx.res: 2K Rese 2p2Si2O6 11:56AM Files currently on the CD 
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002) 1. Field of the Invention 
0003) The present invention relates to advertising over a 
computer network such as the Internet. More specifically, 
the present invention relates to a method and system for 
improving the effectiveness of advertising messages sent 
over such a network. 

0004 2. Background of the Art 
0005 Effective customer advertising is a very important 
aspect of operating a successful business. In performing the 
tasks of advertising, a business has typically used traditional 
media outlets such as television, newspaper and radio. Each 
of these media outlets is well established and considered the 
norm in the United States. However, the traditional outlets 
have several inherent disadvantages. Television advertise 
ments are relatively expensive to produce, have limited time 
duration, and have become extremely fragmented. Newspa 
per readership has been decreasing for years, these adver 
tisements, only have one-day impact, and are easily glossed 
over by a reader focused on other information. Radio 
advertisements, also a decreasing outlet, have no visual 
content, have potential impact on only those listeners tuned 
to the broadcasting station when the advertisement is aired, 
and are usually bracketed by other messages, which renders 
a given radio advertising communication difficult to absorb 
by the listener. All these traditional outlets typically only 
provide a business advertiser with one-time access to the 
potential or existing customer. In addition, a commercial 
message is frequently nested with other similar and often 
competing commercial messages, which tends to weaken the 
impact of a given message. Thus, businesses are continually 
looking for more cost-effective and more productive outlets 
for advertising their goods and services. 

0006 With the introduction of the Internet, new adver 
tising and communication possibilities with customers have 
been created, which offer the potential of greatly enhanced 
and more effective advertising techniques for businesses. 
There have been numerous studies recently performed by 
the advertising community to evaluate the impact that adver 
tising over the Internet has had on traditional media outlets. 
Forester Research performed one such study, which found 
that, on average, consumers spend 34% of their media 
consumption time on the Internet. Media consumption is the 
combined consumer usage of internet, television, newspaper 
and radio. The common conclusion in the study is that 
volume and usage of Internet advertising is growing at an 
increasing rate and promises to outpace the traditional media 
outlets. In addition, consumers are showing an increasing 
preference for using the Internet when searching for pur 
chases, as compared to traditional media outlets. These 
conclusions are supported by the increasing demand for, and 
proliferation of high-speed Internet connections throughout 
the United States and worldwide. As the Internet grows in 
popularity and felt necessity, the volume of businesses 
advertising and communicating over the Internet promises to 
increase in a corresponding manner. 
0007. In light of these developments, there is a significant 
move forward to enhance and develop methods of advertis 
ing over the Internet. Current methods of advertising over 
the Internet take many forms such as mass electronic mail, 
commonly referred to as e-mail and more specifically 
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'spam': the use of advertisements that open in a secondary 
Internet browser window, commonly referred to as “pop 
ups'; and numerous other methods intended to attract the 
attention of Internet users. However, these methods of 
advertising over the Internet are intrusive and are considered 
by many Internet users as nuisances or Internet clutter. In 
fact, many Internet users purchase specialized software 
programs to block both "spam' and "pop-ups”. Conse 
quently, the effectiveness both the "spam' and "Pop-up” 
forms of Internet advertising have been substantially 
impaired by the availability of blocking software programs 
for Internet users. 

0008. One approach to improving the effectiveness of 
Internet advertising is found in the disclosure of U.S. Pat. 
No. 6,907,418, which is hereby incorporated by reference. 
U.S. Pat. No. 6,907,418 teaches a method and system of 
notifying an Internet user of advertising content by utilizing 
the Internet user's email. This system notifies the Internet 
user that a new email has arrived from a predetermined 
source, with the notification to the user effectuated by means 
of an animated character containing advertising content. 
While this technique does download an advertising message 
to the user, the message may not be welcomed since the user 
is primarily interested in the e-mail message. Thus, the net 
effect may be to antagonize the user from the advertiser, 
which is just the opposite result the advertiser wishes to 
obtain. In addition, by allowing the Internet user to choose 
which advertisements to view, the Internet business adver 
tiser runs into problems similar to those posed by the 
traditional media outlets: namely, the ability of the Internet 
user to easily skip the communication or have the business’s 
advertisements in direct competition with other competing 
business's communications. In addition, message clutter is 
still present in this form of advertising. 
0009. A different form of Internet advertising involves 
the combining of business advertisements with the increas 
ingly popular field of on-line computer gaming. This form of 
advertising is known as "Advergaming” and is currently 
considered one of the most popular and productive forms of 
Internet based advertising. Internet gaming is a source of 
substantial development and interest for both advertisers and 
game developers. The “on-line gaming played over the 
Internet can take the form of solo player games such as 
Solitaire, non-risk (no cash wagering involved) player 
groups involving two or more players in competition with 
each other, and tournament games involving two or more 
players in competition with each other. The tournament 
games are either skill based or non-skill based and may 
involve cash wagering. An example of a skill-based game is 
Pool in which the player's skill is a substantial factor in 
determining the outcome of the game. A non-skill based 
game such as a video reel slot game generates random 
results and thus has no dependency on the player's skill level 
in determining the outcome of a particular game. 
0010) Attempts to exploit the use of advertising in com 
bination with on-line gaming have been made by companies 
such as Wild Tangent.com and Eprize.com. The method 
used by Wild Tangent embeds advertising in the actual 
elements of the game. These advertisements are then dis 
played while the Internet user is playing the on-line game. 
The method of advertising employed by Eprize.com requires 
programming into each game the specific advertising mes 
sages. Each of the methods of Advergaming employed by 
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these companies Suffers from at least the following limita 
tions. First, the advertising content presented on the players 
console cannot be easily changed by the advertiser but rather 
is controlled by the network administrator and typically 
requires reprogramming the game software to include new 
content. Second, any updates in the advertising messages 
may require redistribution of the computer software to the 
customer base by directly handing the software to the 
customer at the point of sale, having the customer download 
the software, emailing the Software to the customer, using 
direct mail or other known techniques of market distribu 
tion. 

0.011) Another perceived deficiency in Internet based 
advertising as currently practiced is infiltrating the Internet 
user's computer and forcing unrelated or unwanted adver 
tising messages onto the user's computer display. When an 
Internet user has advertising messages forced upon them in 
this manner, like spam or pop-ups, these advertising mes 
sages and their sponsors are negatively received by the user 
and frequently viewed as unwanted. 
0012. In view of the above, what is needed is an Internet 
based advertising method and system that is devoid of the 
limitations and disadvantages inherent in traditional media 
outlets and known advertising techniques currently in use in 
Such media outlets and Internet-based advertising tech 
niques. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0013 The present invention is a method and system of 
advertising which allows a business advertiser to deliver 
advertising messages to an Internet user in a non-intrusive 
manner, allows the business advertiser to dynamically 
update the existing content of advertising messages without 
requiring distribution of additional Software to the user, and 
is more likely to be favorably received by the Internet user 
by virtue of being associated with a primary attraction 
favored by the user that is independent of the advertising 
message. 

0014. The present invention comprises a method and 
system for providing advertising messages over a network, 
which involves network-based communications between a 
client, a customer, a marketing service provider, and an 
attraction provider. The client is a business entity having a 
personal computer with network access seeking to advertise 
effectively over the network with prospective and estab 
lished customers. The customers are individuals each having 
a personal computer with network access, and who are 
existing or potential patrons of the client and are interested 
in the services of an attraction provider. The marketing 
service provider is a business entity having a host site with 
network access that interacts with the client during an 
advertising message preparation process and interacts with a 
customer computer to transmit current advertising messages 
for viewing by the customer. The attraction provider is an 
on-line network entertainment service provider, such as a 
gaming host. The communications are performed over a 
network such as the Internet and involve the client, the 
customer, the marketing service provider, and the attraction 
provider. 

0.015 The client obtains authorization from the market 
ing service provider to participate in the network-based 
advertising hosted by the marketing service provider. During 
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this authorization process, the client is assigned a unique 
identification code by the marketing service provider. This 
code permits the client to prepare an initial advertising 
message with the aid of the marketing service provider and 
to Subsequently modify the advertising-message. After the 
client has obtained authorization, the marketing service 
provider provides software in distributable form to the 
client, which the client distributes to existing and prospec 
tive customers. A customer who has installed a copy of the 
Software in their personal computer is permitted to access 
the attraction provider over the network. Whenever the 
customer's personal computer accesses the attraction pro 
vider, it also accesses the marketing service provider and the 
current version of the clients advertising message is trans 
mitted to the customer's personal computer. The bi-direc 
tional links between the customer's computer and the attrac 
tion provider, and between the customer's computer and the 
marketing service provider, remain active so long as the 
customer's computer is connected to the marketing service 
provider. 

0016. Both the attraction provider content and the adver 
tising messages are displayed on a customer's computer 
display console that the customer uses when accessing the 
attraction provider. The customer's display console is 
divided into a plurality of display areas: Some of the display 
areas are assigned to the client; others are assigned to the 
attraction provider. Display areas assigned to the attraction 
provider display items related to participating in an on-line 
attraction. Display areas assigned to the client provide 
advertising messages intended for display to the customer. 

0017. A significant advantage of the invention resides in 
the fact that the client is able to update its advertising 
messages at any time using a network-based dialogue 
between the client and the marketing service provider, using 
the identification code to provide secure communication 
between the client and the marketing service provider and 
without the need for any personal interaction between the 
client and marketing service provider personnel. Moreover, 
any advertising message update can be done by the client 
from any computer having network access, so long as the 
client can provide the identification code during the initial 
portion of the dialogue. If the bi-directional link between a 
customer computer and the marketing service provider is 
active when an advertising message is updated by the client, 
that updated advertising message is immediately sent over 
the network to that customer computer. If this link is inactive 
when the update occurs, the updated advertising message is 
sent to the customer computer when that computer next 
accesses the attraction provider. Thus, the advertising mes 
sage updates are sent to customer computers with a mini 
mum of delay. 

0018. Another significant advantage of the invention lies 
in the advertising message exclusivity afforded the client. 
Unlike known advertising techniques, the advertising areas 
of the customer computer display are exclusively reserved 
for the advertising messages prepared by the client. Conse 
quently, the potential advertising impact of the clients 
advertising messages is maximized with the invention. 

0019. The client may optionally incorporate an incentive 
mechanism into the software distributed to the customers in 
order to increase the probability that a customer receiving a 
copy will actually install the software into their computer. 
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The particular incentive mechanism may be any one of a 
number of known techniques, such as Scratch and win 
tickets, raffle-type drawings and random give aways. 
0020. The invention also enables the client to tailor the 
advertising messages to different classes of customers. This 
is done by assigning two or more unique and different 
identification codes to the client, during the initial authori 
Zation procedure or thereafter, so that the client may prepare 
separate and different advertising messages each specific to 
one of the identification codes. Each identification code 
delineates a specific class of customers. When the marketing 
service provider prepares the software in distributable form, 
each software copy is permanently associated to one of the 
identification codes. Whenever the client creates an adver 
tising message, the client specifies the class of customers to 
which the advertising message is to be directed by using the 
appropriate identification code. When a customer establishes 
a link with the marketing service provider by activating the 
installed software, that customer will receive only those 
advertising messages which correspond to the identification 
code associated to that customer's Software copy. 
0021 For a fuller understanding of the nature and advan 
tages of the invention, reference should be made to the 
ensuing detailed description and claims, taken in conjunc 
tion with the accompanying drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0022 FIG. 1 is a system block diagram illustrating the 
invention. 

0023 FIG. 2 is a flow diagram illustrating the method for 
dynamically updating advertising content over a network 
according to the invention. 
0024 FIG. 3A is a view of a client interface page 
showing an initial network login page for accessing and 
updating an advertising message according to the invention. 
0025 FIG. 3B is a view of a client interface page 
showing selection menus for updating an advertising mes 
sage according to the invention. 
0026 FIG. 3C is a view of a client interface page 
showing input fields for updating the logo content of an 
advertising message according to the invention. 
0027 FIG. 3D is view of a client interface page showing 
input fields for updating the banners portion of an advertis 
ing message according to the invention. 
0028 FIG. 3E is view of a client interface page showing 
input fields for updating the text message portion and 
message parameters of an advertising message according to 
the invention. 

0029 FIG.3F is a view of a client interface page showing 
input fields for updating the coupon content portion of an 
advertising message according to the invention. 

0030 FIG. 3G is a view of a client interface page 
showing input fields for modifying the customers associa 
tion with a particular advertising group according to the 
invention. 

0031 FIG. 4A is a view illustrating an example of a first 
branded customer display console according to the inven 
tion. 
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0032 FIG. 4B is a view illustrating an example of a 
second branded customer display console according to the 
invention. 

0033 FIG. 5 is a view illustrating a customer display 
console with a plurality of content areas according to the 
invention. 

0034 FIG. 6 is a view illustrating a customer display 
console for a coupon center having a plurality of content 
areas according to the invention. 
0035 FIG. 7 is a view illustrating a custom trivia game 
having a plurality of content areas according to the inven 
tion. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

0036 Turning now to the drawings, FIG. 1 illustrates a 
network-based advertising system according to the inven 
tion. In the following description, various entities are 
involved in the practice of the invention. The client 101 is a 
business entity with a network accessible computer seeking 
to optimize advertising over the network with established or 
potential customers. A customer 102 is an individual with a 
network accessible computer 103 that is either an existing or 
a potential patron of the client 101 and has an interest in the 
services of an attraction provider 110. The marketing service 
provider 108 is a business entity with a hosting web site 
including a computer and network access that facilitates 
client 101 advertising message modifications and Subse 
quently facilitates transmission of the modified adverting 
messages to the customer 102 over the Internet 106. An 
attraction provider 110 is an entertainment or service pro 
vider that operates over the Internet 106. 
0037. The customer 102 has a personal computer 103 
capable of executing various computer programs including 
a conventional Internet web page browser and is operatively 
connected to a network. The customer computer 103 is 
commonly known to those skilled in the art as a personal 
computer or PC. An Internet service provider or ISP 104 is 
exemplified by popular and well-known ISPs such as 
AOL(R), CompuServe R, MSNetwork(R) and the like, and 
provides network connectivity to the computer 103. These 
ISPs provide various services such as email, news, weather, 
e-commerce, on-line games and many other services and 
features common using the Internet 106. “On-line' is a 
common term relating to use of the Internet 106 and refers 
to an activity or experience conducted over the network of 
connected Internet users. 

0038 Attraction provider 110 communicates with the 
customer's computer 103 through the Internet 106 and uses 
an ISP 104 and a server 112. The customer 102 is drawn to 
the attraction provider 110 for enjoyment of various activi 
ties. The function of these activities is to provide entertain 
ment, promotional discounts, gifts and other attractions that 
are of potential interest to customers 102. Examples of 
attractions are on-line tournament games, movie content, 
musical content, sports content, news, educational content, 
promotional discounts related to coupons for both products 
and services and other attractions based on free giveaways. 
The attraction provider 110 responds to various requests and 
commands sent by the customer's computer 103 through a 
bi-directional communication link over Internet 106. 
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Examples of common information exchanges are files for 
updating computer software, images and multimedia content 
for the attraction and information required for verification of 
customer identification. Attraction provider 110 typically 
uses a server 112, and a database 114 for performing the 
related Internet hosting and information exchanging func 
tions. 

0.039 Client 101 is a business entity that has registered 
with and acquired a license agreement from marketing 
service provider 108. The client 101 has a requirement or 
business goal of communicating with either existing or 
potential customers. The client 101 desires to find avenues 
of advertising that are less expensive, more interactive and 
more effective than traditional media outlets. 

0040 Marketing service provider 108 communicates 
with the customer's computer 103 and the client 101 through 
the Internet 106 and uses an ISP 104 and a server 118. The 
marketing service provider 108 is the licensing source for 
the client 101 to acquire the software of the present inven 
tion and facilitates participation in sending advertising mes 
sages to the customer computer 103. The marketing service 
provider 108 responds to various requests and commands 
sent by the customer computer 103 and the client 101 
through a bi-directional communication link over Internet 
106. Examples of common information exchanges are files 
for updating computer Software, images and multimedia 
content for the advertising/communication messages, infor 
mation relating to the customers interaction with the soft 
ware, and information required for verification of customer 
and client identification. Marketing service provider 108 
typically uses a server 118, database 120 and control panel 
122 for performing the related Internet hosting and infor 
mation exchanging functions. 

0041 FIG. 2 is a flow diagram 200 illustrating the 
method for dynamically updating advertising messages 
according to the invention. As seen in this figure, in step 202 
a client 101 seeking to advertise with existing or potential 
customers registers as a client with marketing service pro 
vider 108. This may be done either on a personal basis (such 
as a face-to-face conference or a telephone conference) or 
over the Internet 106. In the course of the registration step, 
the client 101 is assigned at least one unique identification 
code by the marketing service provider 108. The function of 
the identification code is to provide a secure communication 
process which allows the client 101 to securely engage in a 
dialogue with the marketing service provider 108 for pur 
poses described more fully below. The identification code 
may comprise any unique combination of symbols, and 
usually takes the form of alphanumeric identifiers such as 
numbers, letters or a combination of both. 

0042. After registering in step 202, client 101 develops 
the initial content of the advertising message(s) 203 it 
wishes to make available for transmittal to customers. 
Development of the initial content may be done by client 
101 alone in the manner described below in connection with 
FIGS. 3A-3F, or in consultation with marketing service 
provider 108. Client 101 also identifies one or more attrac 
tion providers 110 which it wishes to make available to 
customers 102. In some implementations of the invention, 
client 101 may select one or more of any attraction providers 
110 currently available on the Internet. In other implemen 
tations, marketing service provider 108 may present a pre 
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selected list of attraction providers 110 from which client 
101 may choose. In still another implementation, only one 
attraction provider 110 may be available. In this latter case, 
client 101 must associate its advertising message with that 
sole attraction provider 110. 

0043. Once the initial advertising content has been com 
pleted, it is retained by marketing service provider 108 in 
database 120 along with the identification of any selected 
attraction provider(s) 110. Marketing service provider 108 
then creates multiple copies of distributable software 205 
containing executable code for enabling a customer com 
puter 103 to access the attraction provider(s) 110 and the 
client's 101 advertising message stored in database 120 of 
marketing service provider 108 whenever the customer 102 
activates the executable code. Any one of several types of 
media may be used for preparation of the Software copies, 
such as CDs, DVDs, flash memory, or any other portable 
storage devices having Sufficient storage capacity for the 
required code. As will now be apparent, the Software content 
is based on two general factors: first, the format and content 
of the advertising messages the client 101 wants to convey 
to present and prospective customers 102; and second, the 
entertainment vehicles the client 101 believes will be attrac 
tive to the client’s customers 102 and which the client 101 
chooses to use. 

0044 Step 204A is an optional step which client 101 can 
perform to provide a promotional incentive to the customer 
102 for installing the software. In this step, client 101 
prepares incentive content in a manner similar to the prepa 
ration of the initial advertising content. One example of an 
incentive is a scratch and win ticket, which requires that the 
customer 102 install and activate the software to determine 
if they have a winning ticket. Another example requires the 
customer 102 to install and activate the software to receive 
an instant gift, instant rebate or enter a contest to win a prize. 

0045. In step 206, the client 101 distributes the software 
copies to the customer 102 base. Distribution functions to 
disburse the software of the present invention to the clients 
101 customer base. Distribution of the software can be 
achieved in a number of known ways, e.g. by directly 
handing a copy of the software to the customer 102, by 
having the customer 102 download the software, by e-mail 
ing the software to the customer 102, by using direct mail or 
by using any other known techniques of market distribution. 
If client 101 has chosen to perform optional step 204A, 
when distributing the software copy, client 101 informs the 
customer 102 that they are eligible to participate in the 
optional incentive program. This may be done either directly 
or by means of a message printed on the packaging of the 
software copy. The incentive increases the probability that 
the customer 102 will actually install the software on their 
computer 103. 

0046) Installation of the software is performed by the 
customer 102 in step 208, using a Subprogram specific to the 
task of installing a computer-based application. It is com 
mon to those skilled in the art to use preprogrammed or 
coded installation “wizards' to facilitate software integra 
tion with a customer's computer 103. After the distributed 
software has been installed on the customer's personal 
computer 103, the customer 102 connects to the Internet 106 
using any one of several known connection technologies, 
Such as a dial up modem connection or a broadband cable 
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modem connection. Installation of the software and estab 
lishing an Internet connection, creates direct two-way com 
munications links between the customer's computer 103 and 
the attraction provider 110, and between the customer's 
computer 103 and marketing service provider 108. The 
two-way communication links remain active until the cus 
tomer 102 halts the operation of the customer-installed 
software. 

0047. During the initial activation, the customer 102 
registers the software with marketing service provider 108 in 
step 210. This registration process establishes a unique 
identification for the customer 102 with the marketing 
service provider 108. The unique identification is subse 
quently provided to the attraction provider 110 by sending a 
data packet over the bi-directional communication links 
from the marketing service provider 108. Further, in step 
210 the bi-directional links are established between the 
marketing service provider 108, attraction provider 110 and 
customer 102. The customer identification is verified with 
information stored in databases 114 and 120 and the cus 
tomer's computer 103. Identification is accomplished by 
using the identification code which can be based on the 
customer's email address, physical address, phone number 
or other indicia that uniquely identifies the customer 102. In 
step 212, the customer 102 executes the installed software to 
participate in the entertainment offered by the attraction 
provider 110. 

0048 When step 212 is performed by the customer 102. 
the customer's identification is first verified as described 
above and upon a successful evaluation; the customer 102 is 
effectively logged-on to the marketing service provider 108. 
At this point, a customer console is displayed on the 
customer's computer 103, which provides an interface con 
sole with dedicated areas. One or more of the dedicated 
areas contain the client's 101 advertising content; others 
contain the attraction provider's 110 content. The customer 
console is described in greater detail below but is essentially 
the customer's 102 interface that is displayed on, the cus 
tomer's computer 103 when the installed software is 
executed. While observing the customer console, the cus 
tomer 102 is shown updated and current content from both 
the client 101 and attraction provider 110. The customer 102 
can at this point evaluate the advertising content of the client 
101 displayed in the client’s dedicated areas or the customer 
102 may proceed to participate in the activities provided by 
the attraction provider 110. If the customer 102 chooses to 
participate in the activities, the customer 102 activates a 
hyperlink in one of the attraction provider's dedicated areas 
for the chosen activity. When an attraction activity is 
selected, the customer console then allows the customer 102 
to participate in the attraction. 
0049 Upon execution, the software runs various modules 
to perform the functions programmed therein and establishes 
bi-directional communication links between customer 102 
and marketing service provider 108, and between customer 
102 and attraction provider 110. In step 218, the software 
contacts the marketing service provider 108 and attraction 
provider 110 to search for updated software content. Any 
available updates are then downloaded to the customer's 
computer 103 and integrated into the Software program in 
step 222. If there are no updates available for downloading, 
the Software displays the currently programmed content in 
step 220. Upon completion of any content update, the 
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Software displays the updated advertising content and any 
updated attraction content on the customer's computer 103 
in step 224. The content is displayed on the computer 103 by 
way of any display device such as a cathode ray tube (CRT) 
monitor, liquid crystal display (LCD), plasma monitor, or 
other operatively connected display device. 
0050. In steps, 214 and 216 the attraction provider 110 
and client 101 develop and perform various updates to their 
specific software content. The updates can be performed at 
any time during the practice of the invention. The client 101 
or attraction provider 110 can update only their respective 
content as shown in steps 214 and 216. In the diagram of 
FIG. 2, steps 214 and 216 are shown entering the process 
prior to step 218. This should be considered illustrative and 
steps 214 and 216 may be performed prior to other steps in 
the method. Updates to the advertising content can be 
performed while the customer 102 participates in the on-line 
attraction. The client 101 updates the advertising message 
content by way of a dedicated control panel described in 
more detail below and a secure Internet connection between 
the client 101 and marketing service provider 108 and server 
118. The client ID code is verified with information in 
database 120. The secure connection verifies the identity of 
the client 101 and insures that only the client 101 has access 
to the control panel 122 for editing and modifying the 
advertising content. Prior to the customer 102 participating 
in the attraction, the Software queries for updated attraction 
related content from the attraction provider 110. Updates to 
the attraction provider 110 content are essentially updates to 
commands and data that facilitate the customer's 102 access 
to, and enjoyment of the attraction. For example, in a 
tournament game the attraction provider 110 may provide an 
update to a game that enhances the game graphics or alters 
the play of the game. The updates that are performed in steps 
214 and 216 are preferably mutually exclusive and per 
formed only by the client 101 and attraction provider 110 
respectively. 
0051) While FIGS. 1 and 2 illustrate the involvement of 
only one customer 102, in practice many customers 102 can 
participate in the system and method of the invention. 
0.052 FIGS. 3A-3G illustrate the process by which client 
101 prepares original and updated advertising content. FIG. 
3A illustrates the initial interface the client 101 uses to 
access the marketing service provider 108 for modifying the 
client's 101 advertising messages. The login interface 300 
contains three input fields 302, 304,306 and one execution 
button 308. The client 101 is required to input valid infor 
mation in the input fields before the marketing service 
provider 108 will permit access to the control panel 310, 
described below, and allow advertising message modifica 
tion. ID code input field 302 allows the client 101 to type in 
a valid and unique ID code as assigned by the marketing 
service provider 108. Input field 304 permits the client 101 
to enter a username. Password input field 306 requires that 
the client 101 enter a password associated with the user 
name as entered in field 304 and ID code as entered in field 
302. After the client 101 has entered the required informa 
tion in fields 302, 304 and 306 the client 101 activates the 
login button 308 to send the information to the marketing 
service provider 108 for verification and permission to 
access the marketing service provider host web server 118. 
0053 FIG. 3B illustrates the interface 310, which is the 
principal console for the client 101 to change advertising 
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messages. The interface 310 is the screen for a client 101 to 
select specific areas for modification of advertising destined 
to be content sent over the network. This interface provides 
several options for enhancing and modifying the dedicated 
communication areas of the present invention. The follow 
ing examples are not all-inclusive or limiting in defining the 
scope of the invention, but rather are illustrative of the 
concepts enabled herein. 
0054 Menu hyperlink 312 enables the client 101 to edit 
and modify a client logo. A "hyperlink' is a technique 
commonly known to one skilled in the art of web page 
design and performs the task of opening another web page 
when selected. A common use for a hyper link is to provide 
access to a subsequent web page. When the client 101 
activates the hyperlink 312, the interface 320 of FIG. 3C is 
displayed to the client 101 for changing the client’s logo. 
The interface 320 contains specific input fields, which 
enable client 101 to edit and modify the clients logo. Area 
321 provides the client with a preview image of a selected 
logo for uploading to the marketing service provider 108. 
Field 322 allows a client 101 to upload a logo image file by 
browsing to the file on the client's 101 computer. Field 324 
allows the client 101 to enter text related with the logo. Field 
326 allows the client 101 to upload the client’s Internet 
address associated with the logo. 
0055 Menu hyperlink 314 enables the client to edit and 
modify the various banners that are part of the customer 
console. FIG. 3D illustrates the client 101 interface for 
administering the banners 328. This client interface 328 
contains displays and input fields associated with banner 
management. Display 330 previews the current banner 
assigned for uploading to the marketing service provider 108 
and subsequent distribution over the Internet to the customer 
102. Summary 332 indicates the total number of banners for 
upload. Input field 334 enables the client 101 to modify a 
banner by browsing to the location on the client's 101 
computer and uploading the new banner. Input field 335 
allows the client 101 to enter an Internet address for asso 
ciation and linking with the banner. Update button 336 
performs the required steps for sending the information to 
the marketing service provider 108. 
0056 Menu hyperlink 316 enables the client 101 to edit 
and modify the message area of the customer console. Upon 
activation of the hyperlink 316, a client interface 340 is 
displayed on the client’s Internet browser as illustrated in 
FIG.3E. The interface includes a text input field 342, a view 
parameter input field 344, a click parameter input field 346, 
and submit button 348. The message editor text input field 
342 allows the client 101 to create, edit and modify the 
messages that are displayed on the customer's console. The 
messages are keyed in the text input field by the client 101. 
Also included in client interface 340 is a view parameter 
input field 344 for setting the number of permitted customer 
102 views for this particular message. Click parameter input 
field 346 allows the client 101 to set the number of times a 
customer 102 may activate the message before the message 
changes. Each of these parameters may be available for each 
of the client 101 interfaces in the control panel 310. Upon 
activation of the submit button 348, the updated messages, 
view parameters and click parameters are uploaded to the 
marketing service provider 108. 
0057 Menu hyperlink 318 enables the client 101 to edit 
and modify the coupon area of the customer console. Upon 
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activation of the hyperlink 318, a coupon editor interface 
360 as illustrated in FIG. 3F is displayed to the client 101. 
The coupon editor 360 contains several input fields for 
editing and modifying the coupons. Field 362 provides the 
client 101 with the ability to enter a coupon expiration date. 
Field 364 provides the client 101 a text input area for 
specific information regarding the coupon. Field 366 pro 
vides the client 101 with the ability to enter a coupon view 
limit. A coupon view limit restricts the number of times the 
customer 102 can access the coupon. Upon activation of the 
submit button 368, the updated messages are uploaded to the 
marketing service provider 108. 
0058. A customer association editor interface 370 is 
illustrated in FIG. 3G. This interface contains several input 
fields that enable the client 101 to modify a designated 
customer group for a customer 102. Search field 372 allows 
the client 101 to search for a specific customer 102 or 
perform a global search for all customers 102. Search results 
are displayed in list form in email address area 374. The 
client 101 then may select an edit button 376 for a particular 
customer 102 which then allows the client 101 to edit the 
group association for this customer 102. The client 101 then 
uses the pull-down menu 378 to select a new group asso 
ciation for the customer 102. Once the preferred group 
association is selected by the client 101, the update button 
380 is activated which then performs the modification and 
stores the new association with the marketing service pro 
vider 108 in database 120. Once a client 101 performs this 
modification the customer will subsequently receive adver 
tising messages intended for the specific customer 102 
group. 

0059. The control panel 310 also contains hyperlinks for 
viewing reports, editing the layout of the console and a 
hyperlink for previewing the edited and modified customer 
console. The reports link displays a page that generates 
statistical data about the registered customers 102 and 
provides this data to the client 101 for use in market analysis 
and other demographic analysis. Other hyperlinks and pos 
sible variations can be envisioned by those skilled in the art 
and are within the scope of the present invention. Examples 
of other types of content that a client 101 may edit or modify 
are: add video content, add audio content, add multimedia 
content and other forms of communication that are sent over 
the network. 

0060 FIGS. 4A and 4B illustrate two variations in the 
customer console according to the invention. Each of the 
variations is “branded towards a particular client 101. The 
advertising industry defines “branded as the unique look 
and feel of a product or company. Typically, a “branded 
item will use the client's 101 trademark or logo as well as 
any trade dress that identifies the client 101 with the cus 
tomer 102. Customer console variation 400 (FIG. 4A) is 
branded towards products and services for Motorola Cor 
poration. Areas 402, 404 and 406 are designated to the client 
101 for use in displaying advertising messages and estab 
lishing a branded look related to the client 101. Area 402 
displays the Motorola Corporation logo and trademark. 
Advertising message area 404 contains advertisements that 
the Motorola Corporation uploads to the marketing service 
provider 108 by using control panel interface 340. Area 406 
of the customer console 400 contains a graphical design 
element to simulate the look and feel of a brushed metal 
surface. Links to attraction provider 110 content are con 
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tained in a dedicated attraction area 408. In combination, the 
client logo 402 and graphical design element 406 provides 
the client 101 with a proprietary customer console that the 
customer 102 recognizes and identifies with the specific 
client 101. 

0061 Similarly, customer console variation 410 (FIG. 
4B) illustrates the present invention branded towards the soft 
drink product Mountain Dew(R) soda. This customer console 
version contains a graphical design element 412, a logo 
display area 414, an advertising message area 416 and 
attraction area 418. This interface likewise displays imagery 
regarding the specific client 101, in this case Mountain Dews 
Soda, to the customer 102 by emphasizing the client’s logo 
414 and a graphical design element 412. The graphical 
design element 412 is associated with the client logo 414 
buy using a tiled grid that highlights the coloring and is 
graphically coordinated with the client logo 4.14. The cus 
tomer consoles 400 and 410 illustrated in FIGS. 4 A & B 
provide examples of variations in the graphical design that 
establish a branded advertising environment unique for the 
respective client 101. 
0062 FIG. 5 further illustrates a customer console of the 
present invention. The customer console 500 has several 
designated areas that comprise the interface or skin of the 
present invention. The computer industry defines a “skin’ as 
an overlay that changes the visual appearance of the cus 
tomer console 500 but retains the underlying functionality of 
the software program. The skin is a procedure that allows 
programmers to modify the appearance of the interface and 
develop several different looks for the software application 
without affecting the underlying structure or performance of 
the application. Skins can have elements arranged in differ 
ent order, different colors, different shapes and many other 
possibilities. The customer console 500 has a skin that 
designates the primary elements for display of advertising 
messages and attraction content. The console 500 is branded 
toward the Riviera R. Hotel and Casino and contains a logo 
display area 502, discount coupon area 504, news message 
area 506, contest entry area 508, coupon center banner area 
510 and a common attraction area 512. The logo display area 
502 is edited and modified by the client 101 through the 
control panel as previously described and displays the 
client's 101 logo. The discount coupon area 504 provides the 
customer 102 with a coupon related to the client's 101 
products or services and can be updated by the client 101 
using the client 101 control panel as described above. The 
news message area 506 displays information related to the 
client's 101 company and current events related to the 
company. For example, the client 101 could be running a 
special discount on a premier product and communicate this 
to the customer 102 in real time. The communication takes 
place while the customer 102 is using the customer console 
500. The contest entry area 508 provides the customer with 
a link to enter a contest sponsored by the client 101. By 
activating the contest entry link in area 508, the customer 
102 is entered into a contest. In this example, the contest 
provides the winner, hopefully the customer 102, with a 
prize of S1,000. Banner area 510 is the link to enter the 
coupon center 600 described in further detail below. The 
common attraction area 512 contains access links to the 
various attractions of the attraction provider 110 in which 
the customer 102 can participate. In the current example, the 
common attraction area 512 is based on Internet tournament 
gaming. Game choices include tournament solitaire, jack 
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black, mental blocks and other games such as pool. Each of 
these games provides the customer 102 with entertainment 
value and an interactive gaming environment. It is noted that 
the present invention is not limited to an attraction of 
tournament gaming as shown in FIG. 5: rather, the common 
attraction area 512 may also display links related to other 
forms of Internet entertainment Such as movies, musicals, 
sports, and other content of the Internet. 
0063 FIG. 6 illustrates the coupon center 600, which is 
another attraction that encourages the customer 102 to 
access the customer console 500. The customer 102 accesses 
the coupon center 600 by activating the banner link con 
tained in the banner area 510 (FIG. 5) on the customer 
console 500. The coupon center 600 is comprised of specific 
areas. First, the logo area 602 displays the logo or trademark 
of the client 101 that sponsors the coupon center. A list of 
client 101 preferred links is displayed in area 610. A 
customer 102 uses area 610 to access hyperlinks that relate 
to specific products or services of the client 101. Area 604 
provides coupons that are considered current or daily spe 
cials. The customer 102 retrieves a coupon for the daily 
special by activating the desired link and printing a coupon 
from the customer's computer 103. A categorized list of 
available coupons is provided in area 606. In the categorized 
list, the customer 102 can browse the predefined list of 
products and services to obtain a desired coupon. 
0064 FIG. 7 illustrates a custom Internet based trivia 
tournament game 700. In the present invention, the client 
101 can sponsor a custom tournament game based on trivia 
related to the client's 101 company or products. Trivia game 
700 is an example of Such game customization. The cus 
tomer 102 accesses the trivia game 700 by selecting a 
designated hyperlink in attraction area 512. The trivia game 
700 has a plurality of display areas such as; a trivia question 
area 702, possible answers area 704, and a game information 
area 706. The trivia question area 702 is for positing the 
current trivia question. Possible answers the customer 102 
can select are displayed in the answer area 704. The cus 
tomer 102 indicates an answer to the trivia question by 
selecting one of the possibilities in answer area 704. Cor 
rectly selected answers are indicated in game information 
area 706. The game information area 706 also displays 
additional information regarding the trivia game. The cus 
tomer 102 competes against other customers of the client 
101 for prizes sponsored by the client 101. The winner of the 
trivia game is preferably based upon timely and correctly 
answering the trivia questions. The customer 102 is notified 
by obtaining a score that exceeds a predetermined high 
score. These scores are indicated on the trivia game 700 
game console. 
0065. In the preferred embodiment, the advertising 
method and system is coupled with on-line tournament 
games. The client 101 seeking to enhance business through 
advertising over the Internet registers and obtains authori 
zation from the marketing service provider 108 to participate 
in the network-based advertising hosted by the marketing 
service provider 108. The client 101 is then assigned an 
identification code by the marketing service provider 108. 
The client 101 then develops various advertising content 
directed towards the client's 101 customer base and business 
requirements. The initially developed content is incorpo 
rated into the distributable software by the marketing service 
provider 108 during the creation of the distributable soft 
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ware. The client 101 distributes the software to the customer 
102 base by any appropriate marketing method. These 
methods include directly giving the Software to the customer 
102 in person at point of sale, direct mailing of the software, 
having the customer 102 download the software, permitting 
the customer 102 to email to another person or directly 
emailing the software to the customer 102. In methods 
where the software is physically distributed to the customer 
102, it is common to provide the software on a computer 
readable media Such as CD-ROM or DVD. 

0.066 Upon receiving the distributed software, the cus 
tomer 102 is enticed to install the application. The client 101 
optionally develops an enticement as described above and 
shown in step 204A that is included with the distribution of 
the software to the customer base. The enticement of step 
204A serves to ensure that the customer 102 installs the 
software and thus the client 101 will have communication 
access via the marketing service provider 108 to the cus 
tomer's computer 103 whenever the customer 102 is access 
ing the customer console 500. The enticements of step 204A 
are printed on the Software packaging and include: Scratch 
and win tickets, a chance to win an instant money reward, 
instant rebate or entry in a drawing for a money prize or free 
gift. Each of the enticements requires a Successful installa 
tion step 208 and registration step 210 by the customer 102. 
The ability to enter a drawing is determined by the client 101 
and may be designated to run for a specific length of time. 
In addition, the customer 102 can be permitted by the client 
101 to enter the contest multiple times. The client 101 
benefits from allowing the customer 102 to enter the contest 
more than once because each time the customer 102 desires 
to enter the contest the client's 101 advertising messages are 
displayed to the customer 102. In addition, the customer 102 
benefits from entering the contest multiple times because 
multiple entries increase the customer's 102 chances of 
winning the contest. The customer 102 will typically accept 
the client's 101 advertising messages more favorably 
because the customer 102 is benefiting from the ability to 
enter the contest more than once. 

0067. The branded customer console shown in FIG. 5 
provides the client 101 with a communication portal to the 
customer 102 when the customer is active in the on-line 
tournament game or accessing the Software to participate in 
attraction activities. The client's 101 advertisements share a 
dedicated portion of the customer's computer display 103 
while the customer 102 accesses the customer console 500 
or participates in the on-line attraction. The customer 102 
participates in the on-line tournament game by known 
methods, which generally include paying an entry fee or 
selecting a free game. The tournament games are not limited 
to one specific branded version of the software but rather 
may include a pool of players comprising several different 
branded versions each potentially sponsored by a different 
client. In effect, thousands of different players can compete 
in a single game with players from hundreds of other 
branded versions and still receive specific messages from 
their designated client brand, based on their relationship 
with that brand. Additionally, the tournament games are 
captivating and induce the customer 102 to return for 
Subsequent game play. The inducement is facilitated by the 
customer's 102 competitive nature. For example, regarding 
the tournament games, the customer 102 is ordinarily lim 
ited to entering contests that are based on the customer's 
skill level for the particular game. In this way, the customer 
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102 remains competitive with other tournament players and 
essentially will sometimes win and sometimes lose the 
game. If the customer 102 were permitted to enter contests 
that are far beyond the customer's 102 skill level, the 
customer 102 would have little chance to win the contest. 
After losing regularly, the customer 102 would quickly loose 
interest in the tournament game. By ordinarily limiting the 
customer 102 to participation injust those games that are on 
the same skill level of the customer 102, the customer 102 
has fair competition and it is likely that the interest of the 
customer 102 in the tournament will be sustained (especially 
if prompted by winning). The customer 102 may be offered 
the opportunity to enter games requiring a higher level of 
skill, but preferably with the provision of notifying the 
customer 102 that the game is based on players of higher 
skill. The notification could also include additional incen 
tives or prizes to reduce the risk of discouraging the cus 
tomer 102 if the customer loses. There is an appeal to benefit 
financially from participating in the games if the customer 
102 is victorious. When the customer 102 registers with the 
marketing service provider 108 in step 210 the customer 102 
may be required to establish a customer account for facili 
tating financial transactions with the attraction provider 110. 
The account requirement may depend upon which type of 
attraction providers the client 101 selects to include in the 
customer console 500. For example, some attraction pro 
viders 110 may charge fees for their services and may 
provide monetary payments for Victorious players. The 
customer's 102 unique ID code is correlated with any 
required attraction provider 110 account information. The 
account information is then shared between the marketing 
service provider 108 and the attraction provider 110 by one 
of several known techniques such as; where the marketing 
service provider 108 embeds the customer's 102 information 
in the software installed on the customer's computer 103. 
passing the information through the customer's computer 
103 to the attraction provider 110 or possibly by directly 
providing the information to the attraction provider 110. The 
customer account established between the attraction pro 
vider 110 and the customer 102 enables funds to be securely 
transferred to and from the attraction provider 110 and 
customer 102. The secure transfer of funds is essentially to 
pay attraction provider 110 fees and to pay the customer 102 
upon wining a particular attraction event prize. During the 
process of creating the account, the customer 102 establishes 
a prepaid account. The account is preferably funded by an 
electronic funds transfer from a credit card such as a VISAR) 
or a MasterCard(R) or directly from the customer's 102 bank 
acCOunt. 

0068. When the customer 102 chooses to participate in 
on-line tournament gaming, the customer 102 activates the 
software in step 212. Upon execution of the software, 
customer console 500 is displayed on the customer's com 
puter 103. The software first establishes a bi-directional 
communication link between the marketing service provider 
108 and the customer's computer 102. Then a second 
bi-directional link is established between the attraction pro 
vider 110 and the customer's computer 102. The customer 
console 500 is divided into two functional portions: the 
attraction provider 110 portion 512 (see FIG. 5) that is a 
primary portal to the on-line tournament gaming; and client 
101 portion with a plurality of display areas 502, 504,506, 
508 and 510 that are display areas for the client’s 101 
advertising messages. The client 101 can send dynamically 
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updated advertising messages to the customer 102 which are 
then displayed in the designated client 101 portion display 
areas 502, 504, 506, 508, and 510. So long as customer 
computer 103 is linked over the network to the marketing 
service provider 108, the customer-installed software con 
tinually queries for updates to the advertising content shown 
in step 218 while the customer 102 participates in the on-line 
tournament game. The client 101 is able to dynamically 
update the advertising content by using the client control 
panel 310. When the client 101 securely updates the content, 
this content is uploaded to the marketing service provider 
108, stored in database 120 and subsequently sent over the 
network for display on the customer's computer 103. This 
dynamic communication and update query of step 218 takes 
place in continuous real-time while the customer 102 is 
connected to the marketing service provider 108 via the 
network. 

0069. In an alternative embodiment, there is a secondary 
attraction for the customer 102 that provides discount cou 
pons from local merchants and businesses. The functionality 
of the customer's 102 computer-based software essentially 
remains similar in that the creation, distribution, registration, 
installation, searching for updates and displaying updates is 
the same as already described. However, there is another 
provision for attracting the customer 102 to execute the 
Software and participate in the primary attraction. In this 
alternative embodiment, the customer 102 executes the 
customer-installed software to obtain monetary discounts by 
way of coupons for various goods and services. The soft 
ware installed by customer 102 in step 208 provides a 
coupon center 600 (see FIG. 6) where the customer 102 can 
search or browse for coupons from local area businesses. 
The businesses that participate in the coupon center 600 are 
non-competitive to the client 101 and provide various goods 
or services the customer 102 may desire. For example, client 
101 may be an automobile dealer, and the coupon center 600 
may provide a customer 102 with coupons from a local 
restaurant, local dry cleaner or a local jewelry store. The 
coupon center 600 is sponsored by the client 101 as a 
supplemental attraction for the customer 102. The coupons 
offered in the coupon center 600 are independent of coupons 
specifically provided by client 101. The customer 102 sub 
sequently is likely to appreciate the discounts and associate 
the discounts as coming from the client's 101 good will. The 
available coupons in the coupon center 600 may be aggre 
gated by a secondary attraction provider 110 that specializes 
in contacting local businesses for participation in mass 
marking coupon campaigns. The coupon center 600 contains 
a plurality of designated areas that facilitate the searching of 
specific coupons by the customer. Daily special coupons are 
displayed in designated area 604 for enhanced promotion for 
the local business and quick access for the customer 102. 
Area 606 consists of a categorized list of coupons available 
for the customer 102 to access. The client 101 has a 
designated area 610 in the coupon center 600 that provides 
the customer 102 with a categorized list of coupons avail 
able from the client 101. Upon finding a desired coupon, the 
customer 102 prints the coupon from the customer's per 
sonal computer 103. The coupon is hosted on the marketing 
service provider 108 server 118. The coupons are accessed 
through the bi-directional communication link that is active 
between the marketing service provider 108 and the cus 
tomer 102 while the customer 102 is accessing the coupon 
center 600. The client 101 is permitted to send updated 
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advertising messages by way of the marketing service 
provider 108 to the customer 102 whenever the customer 
102 accesses the customer console 500 (see FIG. 5). Addi 
tionally, the coupon center attraction provider 110, which 
provides the content for the coupon center 600, can also send 
updated coupon content because the bi-directional commu 
nication link between the coupon center attraction provider 
110 and customer computer 103 is active. In addition, the 
businesses that provide the various coupons can update and 
modify their respective coupons and the content of those 
coupons. 

0070. As will now be apparent, the invention provides 
many advantages absent from known Internet advertising 
techniques. For example, the invention enables a client 101 
at any time to send new advertising messages to a customer 
102. Additionally, the client 101 can securely access the 
marketing service provider 108 at any time to create, edit 
and modify advertising messages. The client 101 can per 
form the modification from any computer having network 
access upon Successful login with the marketing service 
provider 108. The ability of the client 101 to independently 
modify the advertising messages affords the client 101 
distinct benefits, such as: quicker implementation by reduc 
ing the involvement from the marketing service provider 
108 personnel, substantial cost reduction because the client 
101 is performing the modification (essentially, any 
employee of client 101 with basic computer skills can 
perform a modification) and enhanced client 101 control 
over the breadth and frequency of the modifications. 
0071 Another substantial advantage of the invention is 
that the client's 101 advertising messages are provided to the 
customer 102 in an environment exclusive to the client 101. 
Contrary to known advertising techniques, the client 101 
designated display areas 502, 504, 506, 508 and 510 are 
exclusive to only the client 101 and cannot display the 
advertising messages from a competing business entity. 
Compare this to traditional media outlets, where one busi 
ness runs an advertisement that is Subsequently followed by 
a competing advertisement from another business. This is 
termed message clutter and is common in the traditional 
media outlets. For example, in television advertisements, 
multiple competing automobile dealers' advertisements may 
run back to back and are in direct competition with each 
other for the customer's attention. The current invention 
maximizes the client's 101 advertising message impact upon 
the customer 102 due to the exclusive client 101 advertising 
environment. 

0072 Furthermore, the invention provides a vehicle for 
the client 101 to submit a multiplicity of advertising mes 
sages in both form and content to a customer 102 and have 
them favorably received by the customer 102. This advan 
tage is effectuated by the fact that the customer 102 is not 
being sent only advertisements but is provided substantial 
attractions that are of interest to the customer 102. Likewise, 
the customer 102 perceives the provision of the attractions 
as a gesture of the client's 101 good will and this favorable 
perception is blended with the client's 101 advertising 
messages and the attraction. Thus, the customer 102 evalu 
ates the advertising messages from a positive perspective 
because the customer 102 is contemporaneously enjoying 
the attraction. 

0073 Still another significant advantage of the invention 
is the provision that the client 101 can differentiate specific 
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groups of customers 102 for enhanced and focused adver 
tising messages particularly Suited for a specific customer 
group. This advantage is accomplished by assigning the 
client 101 two or more identification codes in step 204 either 
at initial authorization or subsequent to the client's 101 
initial involvement with the marketing service provider 108. 
In this case, each of the multiple identification codes is 
individually assigned to a different designated version of the 
distributable software. The marketing service provider then 
prepares the Software, wherein each Software copy is 
assigned one of the identification codes and afterward this 
Software is only distributed to a specific customer group. For 
example, a client 101 can be assigned two unique identifi 
cation codes where one code is designated for direct mail 
customers 102 and the other code is assigned to established 
customers 102. The marketing service provider then pre 
pares two version of the distributable software: one for 
direct mail customers 102 and the other for established 
customers 102. Once the two versions are distributed to the 

client's 101 customers 102 in step 206, the client 101 can 
then update the advertising messages independently. This 
enables the client 101 to send different advertising messages 
to the direct mail customers 102 than to the established 
customers 102. Correspondingly, the client 101 can specifi 
cally customize and send advertising messages to the direct 
mail customers 102 that are more inclined to bring the direct 
mail customer 102 into the client's 101 place of business. 
The client 101 can, at the same time, customize and send to 
the established customer 102 advertising messages that 
favor the existing customer and entice this customer group 
to frequent the client's 101 business. Furthermore, the client 
101 has the ability to modify a customer's 102 designation 
or association from one group to another. This enables the 
client 101 to update the customer's 102 group association as 
the customer 102 changes status. For example, a customer 
102 may initially be a direct mail customer but over time 
may become an established customer. In this way the client 
101 has the ability to send the appropriate advertising 
messages to the customer 102 as the customer's status 
changes. 

0074 Appendix A contains a document entitled REACT 
case study/product Overview, which is hereby incorporated 
by reference. This document contains a concise overview 
and explanation of the current invention. The document 
provides additional information on the specific advantages 
of the invention as well as additional examples of various 
embodiments. Also contained in the case study are addi 
tional figures and illustrations on the invention illustrating 
various functions and features. 

0075 Although the above provides a full and complete 
disclosure of the preferred embodiment of the invention, 
various modifications, alternate constructions and equiva 
lents will occur to those skilled in the art. For example, 
although the invention has been described with reference to 
specific entertainment attractions, other types of such attrac 
tions can be utilized as desired. Moreover, different types of 
communication networks can be used to practice the inven 
tion. Therefore, the above should not be construed as lim 
iting the invention, which is defined by the appended claims. 
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What is claimed is: 
1. A method for presenting an attraction and an advertis 

ing message on the display of a customer computer having 
access to a network, said method comprising the steps of: 

(a) providing a customer computer with computer Soft 
ware enabling the customer to contemporaneously 
access a marketing service provider and an attraction 
provider via a network; 

(b) storing an advertising message with the marketing 
service provider, and 

(c) displaying an attraction and an advertising message on 
the customer computer when the computer Software is 
activated by the customer and the customer computer is 
coupled to the marketing service provider and the 
attraction provider via the network. 

2. The method of claim 1 wherein said step (a) of 
providing includes the step of including an initial advertising 
message in the computer software; and wherein said step (c) 
of displaying includes the step of displaying the initial 
advertising message when the computer Software is acti 
vated by the customer. 

3. The method of claim 1 further including the step of 
requiring the customer to obtain a unique customer identi 
fication before permitting the display of said attraction. 

4. The method of claim 3 wherein said step of requiring 
includes the steps of coupling the customer computer to the 
marketing service provider upon initial activation of the 
computer Software, and conducting an initial registration 
procedure between the customer computer and the market 
ing service provider. 

5. The method of claim 1 further including the steps of (i) 
preparing a revised advertising message, (ii) storing the 
revised advertising message with the marketing service 
provider, and (iii) downloading the revised advertising mes 
sage from the marketing service provider to the customer 
computer via the network. 

6. The method of claim 5 wherein said step of preparing 
a revised advertising message includes the steps of permit 
ting a third party client to access the marketing service 
provider, and conducting an advertising message revision 
procedure between the third party client and the marketing 
service provider. 

7. The method of claim 6 wherein said step of conducting 
an advertising message revision procedure includes the step 
of enabling the third party client to supply revised adver 
tising message information to the marketing service pro 
vider. 

8. The method of claim 7 wherein said step of permitting 
includes the step of requiring the third party client to obtain 
at least one unique user identification before performing said 
step of conducting an advertising message revision proce 
dure. 

9. The method of claim 5 wherein said step (iii) of 
downloading is performed after said step (ii) of storing when 
the customer computer is currently coupled to the marketing 
service provider. 

10. The method of claim 5 wherein said step (iii) of 
downloading is performed when the customer computer is 
Subsequently coupled to the marketing service provider if 
the customer computer is not currently coupled to the 
marketing service provider when said step (ii) of storing is 
performed. 
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11. The method of claim 5 wherein said step (a) of 
providing includes the step of providing the Software with a 
customer group identification designator, said step (i) of 
preparing includes the step of correlating the revised adver 
tising message to the customer group identification desig 
nator, and said step (iii) of downloading includes the step of 
transmitting the revised advertising message to only those 
customers having software provided with said customer 
group identification designator. 

12. The method of claim 11 wherein said step of providing 
said customer group identification designator includes the 
step of enabling the third party client to modify said cus 
tomer group identification designator. 

13. The method of claim 1 further including the steps of 
displaying the attraction and the advertising message in 
different predetermined regions of the display of the cus 
tomer computer. 

14. An advertising system for displaying current adver 
tising messages prepared by a client and stored by a mar 
keting service provider, said system comprising: 

a customer computer operatively connected to a market 
ing service provider and an attraction provider via a 
network, said customer computer having a display; 

said customer computer having a software program 
installed therein provided by said client; said software 
program containing a first module for receiving current 
advertising message sent from said marketing service 
provider, and a second module for receiving an infor 
mation update from said attraction provider concur 
rently running on said customer computer, said soft 
ware program further including a customer console for 
displaying said current advertising message in at least 
one of a plurality of client dedicated areas of said 
display and for displaying said information update from 
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said attraction provider in a different area of said 
display, said software program simultaneously display 
ing both said current advertising message and said 
information update on said display of said customer 
computer. 

15. An advertising system as per claim 14, wherein said 
client is assigned at least one unique identification code by 
said marketing service provider for controlling access to said 
current advertising message. 

16. An advertising system according to claim 14, wherein 
the attraction provider is selected from the group consisting 
of an on-line tournament game, an on-line movie content, an 
on-line music content, an on-line discount coupon center, an 
on-line travel center, and on-line sports content, and an 
on-line music content. 

17. An advertising system according to claim 16, wherein 
the on-line tournament game provides a selection of games 
based on player skill-level. 

18. An advertising system according to claim 14, wherein 
said Software program contains an incentive for the cus 
tomer to install the client provided software program. 

19. An advertising system according to claim 14, wherein 
said dedicated display areas are preferably only assigned to 
one said client. 

20. An advertising system according to claim 14, wherein 
said program is provided with a customer group identifica 
tion designator, and wherein said current advertising mes 
sage is transmitted by said marketing service provider to 
only a customer computer having Software associated with 
said customer group identification designator. 

21. An advertising system according to claim 20, wherein 
said client is enabled to modify said customer group iden 
tification designator. 


